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UNITED PUBLISHING CORPORATION
EXECUTIVE OFFICES

TO :

R e a d e r s of " S p e c i a l ~ i b r a r i e s "

SUBJECT:

HISTORY'S MISSING PAGES
@ T h e JOURNAL OF NEGRO HISTORY ( 5 6 volumes)
.The

INTERNATIONAL LIBRARY OF NEGRO LIFE AND HISTORY ( 1 1 volumes)

Words l i k e * Anguish * R a g e * Hope F r u s t r a t i o n * Love.
None o f t h e s e
a p p e a r i n t h e Index.
But t h e y a r e r e f l e c t e d on e v e r y page of t h e monum e n t a l JOURNAL OF NEGRO HISTORY-over
55 y e a r s i n t h e making, i t i s
THE major e f f o r t o f t h e p r e s t i g i o u s A s s o c i a t i o n f o r t h e S t u d y o f Negro
L i f e and H i s t o r y ( f o u n d e d i n 1915 by D r . C a r t e r G. Woodson).
T h o r o u g h l y i n d e x e d , t h e a r t i c l e s , documents and r e v i e w s c o n t a i n e d
I t proi n t h e JOURNAL make i t t h e ONE i m p o r t a n t r e f e r e n c e of i t s k i n d .
v i d e s a n unmatched c r i t i c a l p e r s p e c t i v e on t h e c o n t i n u i n g sweep of B l a c k
p a r t i c i p a t i o n i n t h e American e x p e r i e n c e .
Your
a t t e n t i o n i s a l s o i n v i t e d t o t h e ~ o n u l a rINTERNATIONAL LIBRARY
-.
OF NEGRO LIFE AND HISTORY, produced under t h e a u s p i c e s o f t h e A s s o c i a t i o n .
This easy-t-read
m a t e r i a l t r e a t s t h e c u l t u r a l h e r i t a g e o f B l a c k Americans
i n a b a s i c l G v o l u m e s e t , w i t h m a t c h i n g Yearbook supplement.
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The JOURNAL l i s t s a t $975 and s e l l s t o i n s t i t u t i o n s f o r $775.
The
INTERNATIONAL LIBRARY r e t a i l s f o r $ 1 9 9 . 5 0 and s e l l s t o i n s t i t u t i o n s f o r
$150.
Under t h i s announcement (which e x p i r e s a t m i d n i g h t , September 3 0 ,
1 9 7 1 ) r e a d e r s of " s p e c i a l L i b r a r i e s " may p u r c h a s e t h e JOURNAL a t $625;
t h e INTERNATIONAL LIBRARY a t $125.
Both c o l l e c t i o n s may be o b t a i n e d a t
t h e " c o m b i n a t i o n " p r i c e of $680 ( a l l p r i c e s n e t ) .
E i t h e r o r b o t h may be
examined f o r 3 0 d a y s a t no e x p e n s e o r o b l i g a t i o n .
I n a d d i t i o n t o b e i n g i d e a l f o r your l i b r a r y , a f o u n d a t i o n o r c o r p o r a t i o n may w i s h t o p u r c h a s e t h e s e works f o r r e - d i s t r i b u t i o n a s g i f t s o r i n
c o n n e c t i o n w i t h s a l e s promotions.
Q u a n t i t y d i s c o u n t s a r e a v a i l a b l e , and
s p e c i a l r a t e s a p p l y t o government e n t i t i e s .
Ask f o r them.
Descriptive brochures a r e a v a i l a b l e .
Should you w i s h t o o r d e r t h e s e
u n i q u e r e f e r e n c e s o r i f you would l i k e t o l e a r n more a b o u t H i s t o r y ' s
M i s s i n g P a g e s , , j u s t send u s a n o t e on your l e t t e r h e a d o r c a l l u s , c o l l e c t .
Sincerely,

b e o r g e H. S t a r k e , J r .
Assistant t o the President

5530 W I S C O N S I N AVENUE, SUITE 1150. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20015
An Affilrale of Pubhshers Company, Inc

TELEPHONE:(ZOP) 657-338(

HOW 10 FllE A FICHE

OR APERTURE CARD
Specially designed (patented) vis~blestyle index sheets
meet technological demands for housmg microfiche,
aperturs and tab cards (one sheet holds 30 fiche or
32 aperture or tab cards).

VIZ-A-FICHETM SYSTEM EASEL BINDER is a
portable housing device, VIZ-A-RACKTM SYSTEM,
a satellite work station, is the ultimate in
convenience for storage and retreival.
Write for further information.
84 Hudson Avenue,
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201

MAXWELL MICROFORM
COMPANY is pleased to
announce the launching of
an innovative approach for
libraries to save money and
space.
BACK FILES THRU 1970..................................1,000,000 pages covering
the most prolific years of research compiled by world renowned contemporary scientists are now available to libraries in microfilm editions, 16mm or 35mm, at new rates. . . .
TRADE-IN rate! An exchange program is available to those libraries preferring
to TRADE-IN their hard copies for microfilm at a discount of 75% off their hard
copy prices.
STANDARD rate! If libraries prefer to retain their hard copy holdings of
Pergamon journals, the microfilm editions will now be supplied at 50% off the
hard copy rates.
These rates are effective May 1971 whether or not the library is a current subscriber to the journal ordered.

R

SUBSCRIPTION 1971
a. MICROFICHE 1971 Libraries subscribing to the printed edition of
Pergamon Press journals may enter an additional subscription on
microfiche.
A 4" x 6 microfiche will be supplied immediately upon release of each regular
issue at a price 25% below the subscription price to full-rate subscribers of
the printed edition.
b. MICROFILM 1971 Whether or not a library subscribes to a Pergamon
journal, it can order the subscription year 1971 on microfilm which will be supplied after publication of the last issue. This will be on 16mm or 35mm microfilm.
Orders placed now for Microfilm 1971 will be accepted at 50% o f f the hard
copy subscription rate.
AND ORDER FORM FROM

MAXWELL

MICROFORM
M a x w e l l

COMPANY

S c ~ e n t ~ f I~ n ct e r n a t ~ o n a l .
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FAIRVIEW PARK, E L M S F O R D , N E W YORK 10523
Telephone: (914) 592-9141 Cable: Unibook, New York Telex: 137328
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first
comprehensive directory
of computer products and services
the 1971

DATAMATION.
INDUSTRY
the editors of datamation, the leading computer trade magazine,
and a panel of computer specialists have compiled a directory
covering over 15,000 separate products and services and providing
brief company profiles of over 2,000 vendors.

using computer techniques, this information has been
compressed and arranged for quick reference. A user can, for example,
find in one listing the product identification, manufacturer, when the
first unit of this model was installed, types of equipment with which it is
compatible, key specifications, primary applications, programming
languages and systems used, purchase price, and maintenance cost.
Then, in the vendor section, he can determine the business history
of the supplier and such information as location of regions served by
sales and service offices.
the fast growth of the computer industry has resulted in
a bewildering proliferation of products, services, and suppliers. The
directory includes, for instance, some 1600 separate computer peripheral
products- more than 800 accessories and supplies and about 1600
computer programs for sale. Thus a directory of this type has become
essential for students, economists, businessmen, computer users,
security analysts, consultants, and others seriously interested in the
computer field.

the1971 edition has just been published and annual editions will
follow. A discount price of $20 is available to U.S. public and universitv
libraries. For others, the price in the U.S. and Canada is $25, $35 in
other countries. Please send check or purchase order to
Datamation Industry Directory, Dept. W-1, Technical Publishing Co.,
1301 Grove Avenue, Barrington, 111. 60010.

Announcing
ajoint venture
with unique
advantages
for librarians:
The NeWorkXrne:
and
Congressional
Information
Service.
A

The d y service
of its kind
Congressional Information
ice offers a unique and vital
LI)' service-one chat has been
aordinanly well received in a short
:by librarians. SinceJ a n q 1970,
n (CISpubhshed the first monthly
/Index, nearly one thousand
r i a have subscribed.
The story behind this acceptance
exc~tingone.
lmgislation and policies in our
>n are usually shaped behmd the
es -in the offices and hearing rooms
most U X ) congressional committees
subcomminees. The legislative
of Congress are but the tip of an
rrous ~ceberg;hidden beneath
n lie months of intensive fact
~eringand analysis.
Now, thanks to CIS, this wealth
~fcmnationis radily accessible to
for the first time.

Summarizesthe i n f o d o n
output of Capitol Hill
Eve? day. the CIS professional
collects, analyzes,Indexes and
ram the current working papers of
glw-an ourpounng that exceeds
XO pages per year.
'CIS curs through a maze of
mution to provide in-depth,
rate summaries of every
;nss~onalreport. hearing and
lnlent These summaries are so
11 that often no further research 1s
cay.CIS indexes everything for
~oiiatererriwal. And because the
t valuable documents published by
g m s are often not distributed to
xblic-or even to U S document
wtones-CIS makes all the
merits themselves avdable
nicrofiche.
Using the simple CIS access
nl, students, researchers and the
ic can find the authoritative
m~ationthey need on vimally any
lic Issue In a matter of seconds.

hearings, reports, commlcree prints and
other documents produced yearly by
the US. Congress. This e q - r e u s e
service will be,welcomed by hbrarians.
srudents and the public alike "
Joe Morehad summed up the
C I S h d e x in RQ, published by the
ALA's Reference Service Division, in
these words:
"CISAndex is quite slrnply
a marteijiul,mpr hak-tbmugb in the
congressional mazeway and offers ro
librarians, students, schokts and the
Lry an a c e s to information hitherto
diffKult or arduous to attain."
And Richard Sloane had the
following to say in Law Library
Journal:
"CIS/Index is profemonal,
comprehensive, accurate,easy to use,
legible and fast. Congressional research
problems that used to take hours to
solve-ir handles in seconds. 1wte it
tbeyearj-most useful andmosf
~ g ~ t i~ Et Wplibraty twl. "
The Information Industry
Association agrees with Mr. Sloane and
has chosen CIS as the winner of the
1971 IIA Award for the outstanding
"New Information Product of
the Year."

Now readyThe 1970 CIS/Annual
The first CIS/Annual is now
read!. It 1s a "one-stop" tderence tool
that provides a complete record of the
year on Capitol Hill Cumulating all
the information published by the
monthly C I S h d e x during 1970,~t
unlocks material not available anywhere
q will
else. For example. your I ~ b users
find more than 40,000p g e s of reports.
testimony and s t u d i on
~ environmenrd
pollut~onand control alone. abstracted
and Indexed in the 1970 Annual.
In addir~on,the CWAnnual
contalns a special section which offers
the most complete coverageof
legislative hiaory ever pubhshed for an
entire Congress, going well beyond rhe
m a r c h marer~alsavadable untd now.
Furthermore. all 695 Public laws
enacted b\ the 91st Congress are
~ndexed.not only by major sublect.
bur anAvc~callv

Examine the CIS/Annual
at our risk

Now represented by
the New York Times

Containing 11,000 abstrdcts
and (g.Windex referencn, the
CWAnnual sells for only SlGO
Since much of the "real w o r k
of Congress is not reported in the press per set. You can t a t its
usefulness ar our risk.
or covered anywhere else, any l i b q
Use this 1450page, twwolume
with a stake in current a& will find
theCIS/Index indispensable.The New ser in your library for 30 days. If you
York Times is proud to play a role in
are not satisfied with the exceptional
makmg it more widely avadable to the
job it does, return it to us. There will
American public. Effixtive immmhately. be no cost or obligation.

Libnry and Information Services Division
229 West 43rd greet

New York, N.Y. 10036
Please \end us the 1970 CIS/Annual on 30-dav aF

Hailed by critics
C holce says:
" Resclrchers and librarians . . .
br monished by this current
iographic tour de force."
BIU Katz evaluated CIS for
r ~ d e r of
s Libra? Journal
way:
"Tbuone>a uznnrr. It's a fine
dercnce tool that opens up the
errs cd the 450.000plus pages of

representatives of The New York
Times L i b q and Information Services
Div~sionwill bring to American
libraries the services that CIS provides.

Please have your New York Tlrnes Representar~vetelephone us at th15
number

'
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I
I
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Date

INTRODUCING THE MOST
CONIPREHENSIVE BOOK
EVER PUBLISHED
ON BOOKS THATAREN'T
BEING PUBLISHED.

Newly revised for 1971, the 664-page Xerox Out-of-Print Book
Zatalog is substantially more comprehensive than the nearest contender:he 490-page 1970 Xerox Catalog.
This year's version lists 45,000 titles, m a h n g us again the
.argest out-of-print book publisher in the world.
Missing from this otherwise complete catalog are some 10,000
~ t h etitles
r
that we'll publish this year.They're not listed for an excellent
Teason:we don't know what they are yet.
Every year, in response to thousands of requests, we track down
mt-of-print books, put them on microfilm, and publish them
cerographically. In quantities as small or large as requested.
That way, librarians and scholars end up with books they
night not otherwise have, and we end up with more titles in our catalog.
:To keep you up-to-date on these new findings,we also publish
The 0 - P Bookfinder as a monthly supplement.)
Write us for your copy, free of charge. If you're ever loolung for a n
mt-of-print title, chances are good you'll find it there.
But if you can't find it in our catalog, you can always consult a
more comprehensive source.
us.
I

University Microfilms
Dept. U3
300 North Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48103
Please send me a free copy of the 1971 Xerox Out-of-Print
Book Catalog.
Name

I

Street

I

I

I
I

I

I
I

j

I
I

I
I
I
I

City

State

Zip-

University Microfilms

Depr U4.300 North Zeeb Road,Ann Arbor. Mlch 1R10.3
A XEROX C 0 M P . m

XEROX.

I
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British
Technology
Index

Fast access/recall
to technical information
Comprehensive
Detailed
Up-to-date
Straightforward to consult

SUBJECT INDEX TO ARTICLES IN
BRITISH TECHNICAL JOURNALS

For tracing recent,
specific information in
engineering, chemical and
manufacturing technology

Monthly and Annual ($65)
1970 Annual Volume now available ($4,4)
Magnetic t a p e files--details upon request

The Library Association
7RidgmountStreet
England

LondonWClE

7AE

Serving all types of libr
all over the world with
all known titles.
Serial subscription service witho u t equal. Regional offices provide reliable, trouble-free s e r vice. To discuss your library's
subscription service needs and
learn how we can help, call us
collect.
Do you have our LIBRARIAN'S
HANDBOOK? This informationpacked guide t o over 50,000
titles i s free. Write for your copy
today.
826 So. Northwssl H8ghw.y
Bamn on 111 60010
(312) &i.i140(312)
774-5441
1st AVO. North at 13th St.
Birmingham, Alabama 35203
(205) 323-6351
540 Granite Streel
B r a l n t ~ eM
. a s ~ c h ~ s e t02184
ts
(617) 843.2383/843.2384

Rmm 245
CmtinenUI Terrace Building
2785 N. S p t r Boulevard
Denver, Colorado 80211
(303) 433-3235

P. 0 Box 92901
L a Angelcr. Cal8fornia 90009
(213) 772.2381

512 N d I e l B u i l d m
Minneamlir. Mmnerota 55401
333-5081
415 ~ o u g h plaza
r
~ ~ i l d , ~ (612)
~
8226 Douglas Avc.
EBSCO Buddmg
Dallas. Texas 75225
Red Bank. New Jersey 07701
(214) 369-7591/369-7592
( M I ) 741-4300
681 Market Street
Srin Fmnctrco. Calttornla 94105
5265
Roya1
Read
Spindield. Vwglnia 22151
(415) 391-3500
(703) 321.7516/321.9630

Adam$ Build~ng
No. 20.3.Chome. Nirh~halchoburi
Chw-ku.
Tokyo, Jawn
62 Wiarbden
Bodenrtedtrtrarre 6
Deutrchland
(Germany)
Phone: 37.03.88

EBSCO
SUBSCRIPTION
SERVICES
division of

Life Ain't Easy

LETTERS

I n light of Paula M. Strain's article, "When
a Library Job Ends . . . Find Anotherl" in
the September 1970 issue of Special Libraries,
I thought the following might be of interest
to the New York Metropolitan Area membership.
As of June 1 professional services have
been cut from the Library of the New York
Chamber of Commerce. This was considered
a move in the interests of economy. However, to date no final disposition of the 20,000 volumes, vertical file and periodical
materials has been made. T h e Library has
been left in the hands of an office clerk
whose last assignment was as switchboard
operator for the Chamber.
Anita Randolfi
New York, N.Y. 10009

That's What Makes Horse Races
I've simmered long enough. It's time to
answer Miss Ladendorf and Mr. Houge.* I n
the case of Miss Ladendorf I'd say that a
more stimulating job than mine as a Department Head in a large Metropolitan Library doesn't exist. I supervise a staff of eight,
five of whom are professional librarians, am
responsible for the growth of a collection of
250,000 volumes, and serve a public of infinite variety, to borrow a Shakespearean
phrase.
You people in Private Libraries serve a
highly limited public. Of course you're all
gentleness and good will almost all of the
time. When I get ten questions an hour or
less, I give magnificent service. When it's
150 questions a n hour, and you've taken two
or three 90 minute desk schedules in one
day, it's a little harder to maintain an aura
of sweetness and light. T h e information is
given, but there's an occasional rasp in the
voice. It's the difference between the service
you get at hlacy's and Bergdorf-Goodman's.
Our Business Library (2121522-4200) has a
well trained staff and excellent resources.
Call them for Directory, Statistical, and Financial information of any sort and you will
always get quality service. Our Telephone
Reference Division (2121789-1212) is probably the best in the U.S. I defy you to call
them for almost anything except technical
information on Law and Medicine and not
get prompt, polite, accurate answers.
See Ladendorf / "The Special Librarian in the
Modern World." Special Libraries 61 (no.10): p.
531-537 (Dec 1970) and "Letters." Special Libraries 62 (no.4): p . 1 5 ~(Apr 1971)

Everyone who comes into my library and
asks a librarian gets answers, books, pamphlets, records, films, pictures, a suggested
subject heading for the card catalog or a
specialized periodical index. T h e usual patron, unless he needs the answer to a question, or help in using the catalog, filling out
a call slip, finding a book on the shelf, using
a specialized index, usually wants to help
himself. There are times we wish some of
them were not so self-sufficient. We have
signs all over our building requesting patrons to go to librarians for help if they
can't find what they want. Nevertheless the
Public Library is like a supermarket where
no one influences your choice of a product.
Certainly the teacher who gives the student
an assignment (and students are our largest
group of users) wants him to d o his own research. Of course my library has faults, and
some of them are very serious indeed, but if
yours is absolutely perfect in every respect,
then it's unique in the annals of librarianship. Occasionally poor service is given
through ignorance or pique, but this is the
exception rather than the rule. If it's not
the exception, the offender will be called on
the carpet very quickly.
If I worked in a Private Library, 1 would
soon be bored by its limited clientele. T h e
glory of the Public Library is the Public in
all its vagaries, from the Picture Book Lisper
to the Social Security hobbyist, from the
barely literate to the scholar, a continuously
changing stream every day, especially on Sundays. T h e questions they ask are a constant
challenge to our ingenuity and our collections. I take great pride in affirming that our
staff meets the challenge successfully.
Lillian Tudiver
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11235

Exciting, Viable, Dynamic

...

In "The Business of Running a Special
Library," Helen Waldron is really saying
that to "stay young forever" a special librarian has to be a special kind of person. T h e
accent is on the word special-a person who
refuses to be "swept under" by the uncertainty and inevitability of change, but a p
proaches its disturbing disruptions as an opportunity to grow.
A non-profit research library is a useroriented information service where "second

Dual Media SHELFMATES
Announcing a new Microfilm TOTE BOX designed to house both 16mm and 35mm reels
and cartridges. For libraries using microfilm, they are ideally suited to store
bound volumes and film collections together. The TOTE BOX may also be used
for carrying the microfilm to reader stations. Physically, it handles much
like a book, it is well constructed and designed for use with your existing shelves.
I T IS A VAI1.A BL E I K T H R EE SIZES A S I I W I C A TED. M E A S U R E Y O U R SIfE1.F I f E l G l t T BEFORE ORDERING.
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Reellcartridge
Capacity

Dimensions

No. 5

5-35mm units

9k" X 7" X 5"

No. 8

8-16mm units

9%'' X 7" X 5"

No. 10

10-16mm units

11%" X 7" X 5"

$1.75 each. Quantities of 100 and over $1.50 each.
Samples provided upon request.
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. . . more letters
mile" service is the standard. I agree that the
m;rn;tger needs to be an agile, young-hearted
person: Onc who can fight for what the library needs, with a sense of horse-trading
li~~essc,
;rnd yet be cooperative and gracefully
retreat wl1e11 company policy is clearly at
stake. One who can make people believetlie ~~sers-that the library is an indispensable i n g r e t l i e ~ ~to
t their own success and
malr;rgcrnent (above and below); that the liI)r;~rianis a good administrator wllose "first
concern is his own organizatio~r'sobjectives."
However, in the midst of planning for lib n r y automation and c x p a ~ ~ t l i nuser
g
sen7ices with a cutback in staff, his biggest
c11;rllcnge is certain to be keeping his own
stall t l l i ~ ~ k i nthat
g this is irn "exciting, viable,
tlyn;~tnic,fluid kind of 1ibr;rry" where it is
I U I I to work.
\\'hat it really takes is to be like Len \Valt1ro11-positi\.c. and enthusiastic-and
the
prolession ~ ~ e e tmore
ls
like her!
(Mrs.) Ruth S. Smith
Institute for Defense Analyses
Arlington, Va. 22202

More Action

71'l~eh l ; ~ y l J u r ~1971
c
issue of Special Liletters
(~).l.l:l-1.3'4) concerni~rgthe publications of
; I I I org;r~~iz;rtion
going by thc name of Man;tgcmc.rrt I ~ ~ l o r m ; t t i S
o e~ni ices.
111 this cxtli;r~lge, the letter from hlr.
I:]-;rtk Gille refers to the hard copy docuInclrts ;~\;ril;rl)lefrom t l ~ cEKIC system (via
the ERIC 1)ocunlcnt Re1)roduction Service1I)KS) ;IS av;rilal)lc "only in the form of
mici-ofilm l~rintout,usu;rlly reduced to half
si/e of tlie origi11;11a11d frequently illegible."
;\t t l ~ e time J l r . Gille wrote (Mar 12,
1!)71) EI)l<S hard copy was prepared from
miclofitlle ill retluceci form 707' the size of the
origin;~l.Since that time, however (on hlar
26 to be exact), a new contractor-Leasco
I ~ ~ l o r - m ; r t iI'roducts-has
o~~
taken over the
ol)er;rtio~rof EDRS for the U.S. Office of
Education and has clnnged to a Xerographic
process making a full-size copy o n regular
paper, fully as legible as the original.
l)rtr,ic,.c contained an exchange of

W. T. Brandhorst
ERIC Processing and
Reference Facility
Leasco Systems & Research Corp.
Bethesda, Md. 20014

PmenthgThe NewYbrkTihesindex for 1970.
Our newest Index volume doesn't look like a n ordinary
index. For good reason.
The New York Times Index for 1970 is not an ordinary
index.
It's more. An encyclo edia of recent history. A onevolume reference shelf. T e most comprehensive, day-today summary of 1970 news stories available.
In more than 1,800 pages, you'll find summaries of virtually every news story covered in The Times. Capsule
reports that dig deep below the headlines. That usually
provide all needed information.
Of course, you can't completely jud e our Index by its
cover. So tr it for 30 days on approvaf
You be tge judge. Just mail our coupon M a y .

..................................................
The New York Times
Library and Information Services Division
Dept. 1315,229 West 43d Street
New York, N.Y 10036
Please send The New York Times Index on
approval for 30 days and bill us.
1970 annual volume .. $87.50
Complete service-1970 annual volume
plus 24 semimonthly issues for 1971 $150

!
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Network Characteristics
Catching Fish or Looking for Loopholes?
D. A. Redmond
Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada

4 Three incentives toward library networks are insatiable user demand, inadequate resources, and interdependence.
Basic interlibrary loan transactions are
not networking. Not enough is known
about adequately budgeted network
switching centers. I n pool-type networks,
each library may contribute much more
than it draws out. Barriers to coopera-

tion are suggested and seven conditions
necessary for a network are proposed:
comparability, coordination, centrality,
collegiality, compatibility, consortia, and
compensation. Canadian examples are
suggested, and the need for a central
agency to energize a network operation is
stressed.

ONE'S

m a t i o n hiding elusively i n his o w n library.

VIEW of a network, for example a fishnet, depends on whether one is
a fishernian, a fish, tlie boat owner, tlie
consumer of fish, or tlie man who mends
the nets. In the case of a library network, it depends on whether one is a
librarian, a user ot information, a supplier of information, tlie funding organization, or the hapless individual
charged with making the net work. Tlie
net will catch more fish if the nodes are
close together, the fibers strong and tlie
knots firmly tied.
An annual news report in Library
Journal declared that (1):

T h e really big t h i n g for academic libraries . . . is unquestionably i n t h e
uision of national networks of informat i o n which will enable anyone (sort o f )
anywhere (sort o f ) t o get his hands o n
a n y data anywhere ( i n t h e U S . for
stal-ten). A byproduct of this great effort will, presumably, be t h e ability t o
get one's hands o n any chunlt of infor-

But an information network is not
the same as a library network. Ladendorf lucidly described the flow of information (2). Of primary importance is
person-to-person information transferthe "old-boy network" as it is jocularly
known to the British. What deductions
could one make from these well known
phenomena of interpersonal information
flow? A flow insufficient at times, certainly, or the demands wliicli reach libraries would not occur.
T h e library has traditionally touted
itself as a place to find information;
ergo, when other methods fail, the
knowledgeable individual turns to the
library. But his information needs have
already been so narrowed, and the normal personal sources of highly distinctive information already so exhausted,
that the library by its own nature cannot
satisfy him. He then condemns the li-

brary out of hand as an archaic, fumbling system, and turns to other forms
of cooperative retrieval of information.
Why? Because the library has tratlitionally been concerned with large units
of information-bibliographic
units. As
the scope of a library narrows from that
of all subjects, as in a university library,
to tlie defined interests of a special library, its intensity of subject analysis
increases. T h e general library shallowly
indexes a wide spectrum; the special library intensely intlext:~a narrow 1)nntl.
T h e relative content of the library in
terms of bibliographic forms or units
changes, with a higher proportion of
small units. T h e newspaper library is a
good example, wit11 its tremendous indexing problem fo~.a very large file of
Ixief units antl clippings, hardly bibliographic units at all. T h e interest of the
KkD worker is more intensive yet. He
is already accuston~ed to the intensive
analysis of massive data possible by computer. He expects his information to be
hantllecl in the same manner.
While the special lilxary has for years
provided intensive inclividualized service,
this l i x not been true in university libraries, where subject approach has too
often been relatively coarse antl fumbling. This may be partly by default,
for a majority of the demand on university libraries is for previously identified
bibliographic entities. But if tlie demarltl
for intensive analysis is not met, these
users will turn to data banks, documentation, media antl resource centersvarious kinds of wheels which have been
re-invented to handle things more
quickly, intensively, or frequently, or
perhaps just less reluctantly than can
libraries.
Network Incentives
There are three key incentives toward
networks:
INSATIABILITY-ofdemand from users
INADEQUACY-of
any single library
INTERDEPENDENCE-if
the reSoLlrceS
of a group are greater

T h e traditional method of making use
of these greater
resources is a fourth 1INTERLIBRARY LOAN-w11ich Pings calls
"the basic service for any library network" (3).
Some sr~ecial
librarians have declared
I
that these network proposals are simply
glorified interlibrary loans-that by doing
the traditional thing better, faster and
more surely, the s&e
ends can be
achieved. I intend to suggest why this
is not true.
Interlibrary loan has, in an active
group of libraries, produced a multitude
of bilateral contacts: one library to one
library for one transaction. T h e bilateral
contadts proliferate as the group enlarges, but each is still independent of
every other transaction. T h e group may
formalize, may accept some code or procedure for such relationships-but
this
still does not produce a true network.
For a single loan the group as a whole
does not perform any function.
Traffic can be cllanneletl so that a
given route is followecl for any single
tranhaction as in courier services. Once
an inclividual loan has been negotiated,
the actual book follows a known traffic
path. Tllough uneconon~ical for any
single transaction, this is economical of
totnl pllysical movement-but
it has
still not performed a true network function.

Do Networks Need Switching Centers?
One way to set u p a network among
tl~is group would be to designate a
switching center. This center would have
to know, or be able to predict, which
node of the network could satisfy a request made by any other node. All
transactions would then have to pass
through the switching center. h union
catalog is this type of operation-if
it
relays requests directly, and not back to
the requesting library. A centralized
procesing unit, in which all libraries
order their books from the center and
receive them from it, would be similar.
T h e switching center could be one of
the original libraries-wllich
would require extra resources to perform this

Figure 1. Interlibrary Loan Trafic Among a System of Libraries
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function-or
it could be specially set
u p for the purpose. Centralization of
traffic would make the switching center
a costly operation. T h e question is
whether these costs will be less or
greater than the costs saved or tramferred by the cooperating libraries; and
whether the benefits accrued through
the center will be greater or less than
hit-or-miss transactions. Not enough is
known about the smooth operation of
such centers on adequate budgets to
give satisfactory answels to this que+
tion. A p e a t deal is known about the
unsatisfactory, or underfinanced, operation of such centers-and this has made
many potential members of networks
wary of such operations.
Can a network be operated without
designating a switching center? Yes, theoretically. If every node of the network
is simultaneously informed, and only

the node having the needed material responds, this can be done. This is the
mode used in the Scarborough Public Library system using private wire teletype.
If traffic is heavy, however, the load on
the communication system, and the possible waste motion of scanning messages
to which one cannot respond-as well as
duplication of responses if the overlap
in resources is of a significant amountmakes an inefficient system.
T h e other way to dispense with a
switching center is a pool operation.
T h e shared-cataloging program being
undertaken by three British Columbia
university libraries, together with three
in Ontario, is of this type. Everyone contributes something to the pool, identical
records are maintained through exchange, and everyone stands to gain
from the pool. T h e problem here is that
unless the libraries have a substantial

overlap in acquisitions the individual
library stands to contribute much more
than it draws out. A pool record is developed which may be useful for other
purposes, but which is not immediately
serving to lighten the individual cataloging load at any library. We shall see
that this problem of altruism may be one
of the barriers to cooperative action.

Roadblocks to Coopera tion
At the 1969 ALA Conference, one of
the topics was "Barriers to Interlibrary
Cooperation." T h e barriers are real and
major. Some libraries are looking for
loophoIes in the network. Others see
dollar signs as a barrier to cooperation.
People do not cooperate unless they
stand to gain something. "What's in it
for me?" must be a valid question. Any
library must justify its request for money
-whether
to government, to some institution, or to a profit-making organization.
T o see what is "in it" for a given
library asked to join a network, interlibrary loan is an obvious phenomenon
of joint activity to examine. Figure 1
indicates some of the monthly interloan
traffic among a group of libraries of
differing sizes, all academic libraries except the smallest which is a special library.
This highly simplified traffic diagram
omits some of the traffic, but is not
atypical. T h e large library has no major need of the rest of the region. It
finds information which it lacks, very
largely from major resources at the national or international level-research
resources which usually must be located
through the national union catalogs.
But the rest of the region has a very
major need of large library A.
T h e middle-sized libraries are generally balanced in their traffic. From
month to month traffic may fluctuate;
but even though B may tend to be a net
lender or C a net borrower, the ratio
between borrowing and lending is reasonably near l : l.
T h e small libraries, while they have
less traffic, are much more dependent.

Even the small special libraries not
infrequently sup$y
needed items,
though they often borrow from the nearest larger library.
Why does the traffic have this pattern? Because of resources. A study of
a group of New England State university
libraries (4) indicates that the overlapthe library-to-library duplication of
holdings-is about 40% (Figure 2). T h e
most notable thing is the very large resource in Library A which is not duplicated by any other library in the region.
~ i b r a rstands
~ . ~ to gain Gast by cooperation in a network. It is very likely to be
carrying a much heavier load already
than any other, and may have little leeway in its financial obligations. Libraries
B and C are in situations comparable
to each other; A is not at all comparable
to the rest.
T h e Ideal Network
An ideal situation would be for a
group of libraries, none of which hold a
significant overlap of resources with any
other, to produce a union catalog of

Figure 2. Overlap Among Libraries Leaves
Net Dependence on Largest Resources

their holdings--or to invest in a reactive
catalog system so that each could interrogate the others and instantly discover
the location of needed information. T h e
real situation is equally evident. Not
only is there a major overlap of holdings
among libraries-to the extent that this
cuts interlibrary loan traffic it is a good
thing-but
there is a major overlap in
activities among the parent institutions.
Lacking instantly reactive catalogs, and
real rapid transit, material in the system cannot be available fast enough .to
appease any given local demand--demand that we have the book here, now.
Wilkinson said (5):

-

It would appear, indeed, that . . . iaterlibrary councils . . . have surged ahead
of their university administrations i n
developing plans for practical cooperntion. There are, however, two major
limitations to such c,ooperation. T h e
first lies beyond the powers of the librarians t o control. It inuolues the need
for universities t o agree u p o n areas of
teaching excellence before agreements
ran be reached u p o n areas of collection
excellence. T h e second limitation is
more subtle and more related t o the
librarians themselves.
It involves, again, the essential pragmatism of academic librarianship, which
discourages initiatiue i n pressing for unprouen or potentially high risk ventures.
Therefore, although university librarians
have been conspicuous leaders i n cooperatiue plans designed t o improve
housekeeping aspects of their operations,
they have been less successful i n developing any rationale of service based o n
cooperative acquisition, processing, and
A 1orage.
Nolting (6), at the 1969 ALA Conference, "discovered a major similarity in
the problems facing library cooperation
regardless of environment. And, of
course, confirmed that it is the librarian
that is the largest single barrier in the
way of inter-library cooperation." Linden in another paper said the librarian's fear of being superseded is a block
to cooperation. Garrison and Keane

stressed the shortage of creative administrative leadership. Keane felt this, and
that the lack of communication at the
policy level across jurisdictional lines
is the major barrier. Psychology and
politics, then, are the greatest need and
lack in library networks.

Environment for a Network
I would like to propose a list of conditions which must exist in order that
a network can be constructed and can
operate:
COMPARABILITY
COORDINATION
CENTRALITY
COLLEGIALITY

COMPATIBILITY
CONSORTIA
COMPENSATION

Note that computerization is not in
this list. It is probably a needful technique, but not a characteristic necessary
for the construction of a network.
COMPARABILITY: Objectives, resources,
interests, and general size must be comparable among the group in the network to allow willing cooperation. T h e
largest library, standing to gain least,
has the least reason to-join; the smallest
probably has financial problems. T h e
reciprocal flow of interlibrary traffic will
be much more balanced if sizes are comparable.
COORDINATION:
T h e libraries must
agree to march together. T o do this they
must almost inevitably agree upon a
leader, or rather a coordinator, to keep
them together. There is some possibility,
or danger, that the university libraries,
financed all by government, will have to
accept a coordinator-whether
by mutual agreement, or by fiat from aboveif they cannot soon activate a network
operation.
CENTRALITY: Whether a switching center, a natural central member of the
group upon whom most are dependent,
or merely a convenient geographic center
about which an operation can be
planned to facilitate traffic, the network

needs some centrality. T h e National Union Catalog in the National Library of
Canada is one possible center for an
Ontario provincial network, but can a
network center about something which
is actually outside the network? T h e
existence of a natural but potential
switching center in the National Union
Catalog perhaps cannot be an acceptable
answer for Ontario university libraries.
They may require a center for other
functions, which the National Library
could not do for them.
COLLEGIALITY: This is one of those "in"
words, very much in favor in the ivorytower discussions of university and library administration these days. I think
I can roughly but safely misconstrue it
to mean the acceptance of decisions made
by a group of colleagues-and
that acceptance without endless bickering,
without decision from above (that is,
without hierarchical management).
CONSORTIA:
Groups with common
interests, who together fund and hold
common title to an operation to reach a
joint objective more economically than
they could separately. T h e stumblingblock is always the diversity of interests,
the overlapping fields of activity and
resources, and to put it bIuntIy the fear
of each other which exists among individuals in our universities. We cannot
set up something for joint library service, these people are saying, which would
slow down our own library service, which
would take away anything from our
own hoard. This is a risk we must take.
It is an unwarranted fear, because too
much of our resources now sit on shelves
for years at a time. T h e probability that
many of these things will be wanted
simultaneously at several institutions,
and that thereby University A would be
deprived, or dependent on crumbs from
University B, is so small that we must
put our money on a far surer horse:
that cooperative networking can save
money in the long run.
COMPATIBILITY:
Should be self-evident.
There must be agreement to use the
same format, to accept readymade data,
to accept uncritically, to trust colleagues.
Cataloging is not, for instance, the place
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where, like certain industries, we should
aim for "Zero Defects." We can never
satisfy every user. Indeed, it can be
mathematically proven that we can never
extract from our library holdings all
the information we put into them; so
whv should we double our input costs
by trying for perfect cataloging? Few of

us are going to succeed in doing these
thinks individually. Few of us are going
to be able to maintain coverage of a
major proportion of published literature
-individually. We are in desperate need
of a common attack on these problems.
We shall have to start by agreeing to
do things in the same way, and to take
advantage of what can be done compatibly.
For years most university libraries
have declined to allow the members of
another university community unrestricted use of their facilities. Would it
not be simpler to let some library users
do their own networking by personal
visits, than to increase work load for the
library staff?
T h e Airlie Conference on Interlibrary Communications and Information
Networks was described as (7):

. . . a meeting that m u s t , by t h e simple fact of its o c c u r ~ e n c e ,act as a n e n d
t o t h e beginning of t h e Network concept,
and as a prelude t o t h e n e x t giant step
of i m p l e m e n t i n g this logical deuelopm e n t of t h e regional, special and general purpose cooperative systems that
p r e d a t e it. . . .
All agreed that N e t w o r k development,
howeuer it comes about, m u s t be useroriented.

( a ) the necessity to provide channels and
Most felt that the standardization of
standards for consistent review and submachine-readable bibliographic formats
sequent coordination of resources and
is a n essential and high-priority goal
services o n a provincial scale.
that must be achieved early i n the proc( b ) the necessity t o provide some ceness of network development.
tral 'authority' t o direct and assure apThere was general agreement too that
plication of these standards, etc.
Networks will grow out of existing re( c ) the necessity t o present a united
source and seruice systems rather than
front or single base from which t o prebe superimposed over, o n or beside those
sent recommendations for library imsystems.
provement and applications for library
I t was also assumed that network desupport t o government agencies at all
velopment would proceed cooperatively.
levels.
A creative m i x of local, state and fed( d ) the necessity t o organize a central
eral monies would be required, and the
regular involvement of operating 06- authority that would assure these funding agencies of proper use of resources.
cials, users, and technologists would be
essential t o orderly, dynamic progress.
Here then is recognition of the barrier
problem in a typical situation of small
Despite what is reported as frazzled
libraries and inadequate finance; and a
nerves, and the threat of a morass of
recognition of the central coordinating
confusion, this conference must be a
and galvanizing agency which can enerlandmark.
gize a network operation.
Wilkinson has referred to the library
Quoting again from Library Journal's
committee of the Association of Atlantic
New Year news report (9):
Universities as one group with potential
for a network operation. Close to it is the
. . . we seem t o have sworn allegiance
Nova Scotia Council on Library Reto
the God Network without ever having
sources. T h e report on "Rationalization
been
quite introduced to h i m / her. . . .
of Resources-Report and Recommendawe have shifted our institutional
tions" (8) by that Council makes evihaunches from the solid comfort of "codent the same kinds of problems:
operation" t o the risky and rather bony
. . . the Committee never resolved its seat of "networking." T h e neologism is
already so well established that one
'crises of identity' and Che eventual
should not waste time i n fighting it.
inertia of the Committee has been atNetworking. God forgive us.
tributed by its members t o several factors:
( a ) that the objective of concerted development of university library resources
depended o n coordination of these resources with all types of collections.
( b ) that voluntary cooperation was not a
workable system since it did not assure
the full participation required for effectiue cooperation.
( c ) that cooperation should begin at the
prouincial level where it could be based
o n legislation aflecting the tax support
of all libraly institutions i n the province.
Accordingly the organization of the
Nova Scotia Council o n Library R e sources was based on:

De-Horn a Jumping Bull
T h e ancient Cretan sport of bulljumping consisted of taking the bull
firmly by the horns and then, when it
attacked, evading it lightly. This sport
is still very popular. Modern agriculture prefers to de-horn bulls in their
youth. Unless librarians seize the horns
of their dilemmas, one fears that governments, faced with the costs of universities and their libraries, are apt to
apply similar techniques. God forgive us,
indeed, if we use pat phrases. God help
us if we do not start taking networks
seriously and making them work.
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Reaching for the Stars
Goals for the Library Profession
Masse Bloomfield
Hughes Aircraft Company, Culver City, California 90230

THEAPOLLO

moon landings started
me thinking. I couldn't help but feel
that man will soon need to begin planning for a manned mission to the stars.
I believe we will send a thousand people
to a star a hundred light years away some
time in the future. T h e book T h e Journey to Alpha Centauri by John W. Macvey gives some indication of the complexity of a similar journey to a star merely
four light years away.
T h e information problem for such a
flight into space will present many difficulties. No matter how many experts go
along, it will be impossible for any number of men to have all the knowledge
mankind has accumulated and preserved
through significant written records.
Those records which man considers significant have been preserved in .libraries.
T h e size of the record is already staggering.
T h e need to send the entire store of
written information on future space
flights to very distant planets is recognized by the writers of space fiction.
Macvey, one of these writers, says his
spacecraft, the Columbus, had "piled tier
on tier . . . countless miles of microfilm
and tape-the condensed cultural heritage of over 4,000 years on Earth" (1).
Anyone who can conceive of sending a
colony of men to establish human life on
a planet in another solar system will
understand the need to send along the
complete record of human existence.

JULY/AUGUST
1971

T h e transfer of that record to the space
vehicle becomes a problem in information handling.
Determining the Problem
If mankind is serious about space colonization, then we must devote a portion
of our energy to building the groundwork for sending everything man has
ever learned and written along with the
spacecraft. This problem has several
minor related problems, but they may
not be serious. Some of these problems
are outside the library problem and include: What language will be spoken
on the spacecraft? If everyone speaks
English, should any foreign language
material be included on the spacecraft?
Should there be any attempt to include
materials that are obviously obsolete?
I leave these questions and maintain
that if we ever do send our spacecraft on
a flight of a hundred light years, we had

better send everything that has been
written and printed at the time the space
flight departs. Whenever a flight leaves,
it will leave at a particular time. Whatever level of human accomplisl~mentis
achieved at that time, that level will be
the one which will determine the kind
of society on the spacecraft. T h e heritage
of the spacecraft colony becomes detached from that of the earth no matter
what further progress is made on earth.
Once the spacecraft has been launched,
it will have to rely on its own resources
to solve its own problems. Communications with the earth will be very restricted. When the spacecraft is just a
light year away from the earth traveling
near the speed of light, any communication from the spacecraft will take at least
two years for an answer, if not longer.

T h e problem of keeping the spacecraft informed of current activity on
earth will not stop while the craft is on
its journey or after its landing. Some
system will have to be devised to send
along not only all that man has written,
but all that man will write. T h e spacecraft will need equipment and supplies
whereby it can receive and print out all
that is ieceived from the earth.
Planning for a space flight of a hundred light years that will carry all of
man's written knowledge on board provides quite a challenge for the library profession, and it is a problem that I think
the library profession will have to solve
at some date. No matter how big the
spacecraft is, it will not be big enough to
house a collection the size of the Library
of Congress. This means that the collection will have to be reduced in some
way. T h e smaller the package is, the
better.

Microforms
As a result, microforms are going to be
a way of life on the spacecraft, as Macvey
has already suggested. T h e collection
will have to be compressed into the
smallest space possible. T h e 200: 1 reductions used by NCR ultrafiche might
be indicative. And if further reductions
and compressions are possible, they will
supplant the present reductions. O n the
surface this will mean that we must first
microfilm everything of value. T h e project could be started with the collections
of the Library of Congress or the British
Museum or Harvard University. Microfilm probably will be the precursor of all
the further reductions and transformations.
Because transformations from microfilm to any other form such as magnetic
tapes or videotapes are very expensive
and the state-of-the-art is changing, present activity should be restricted simply
to microfilming. Later, as time allows
and as devices appear, it may be economical to transfer the microfilm to
either ultrafiche (the 200: 1 reduction) or
to some form of computer memory. I n
any case, microfilm will be useful in providing an efficient way to handle the
initial processing of the collection.
T o bring the duplication of this collection in microfilm down to our present earth and to the United States in
particular, there are several things we
can do to provide this resource. These
are:
1. Provide an organization with authority and responsibility and funds
to implement the plan.
2. Standardize our indexing publications to make the store easy to use.
3. Insist that the indexing publications cover all journals thoroughly
without duplications.
4. Start a microfilm program.
5. Find the leadership needed to initiate the project.

I would like to see the project initiated now to microfilm the Library of

Congress current collection. In my cost
analysis of this microfilming, I estimate
that a collection of teri million volumes
of 300 pages in each volume, or some
three billion pages, could be done for
$75 million. This would include all the
indexes, catalogs and the collection. T h e
$75 million is the price of the first copy.
A cost of $20 million would represent the
cost of one duplicate set a n d this price
would amortize all the costs if enough
sets were sold nationally and internationallv.
Instead of trying to provide our new
universities such as the University of
California at Irvine with a new collection of library materials in hard copy,
the microfilm collection would eliminate the need for large expenditures of
money to build a normal hard copy collection. Only the recently published
hard copy materials would- need to be
purchased. Hays (2) at Rand has suggested approximately the same kind of
a program but with a different kind of
emphasis.
Perhaps it is a little far out to begin a
nationai program for the solution-of a
problem that may never exist. But setting our objectives toward the solution
of ;he probiem of sending all of man's
recorded knowledge into space certainly
does outline the library profession's
problems in a different light. I doubt if
any one article can be made strong
enbugh to launch a profession toward
new objective. This takes leadership and
dedication. T h a t needed leadership has
not been apparent in either the library

a

profession or information science or
documentation. T h e answers are not going to be found in a computer program.
T h e answers have to be found in men
and women who are willing to attack
the problem with resourcefulness and
dedication. We librarians need to have
our souls stirred with challenges that are
equal to our imaginations and capabilities.
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Library Technician Program
T h e Library Technician Graduates' Point of View
John E. James
Wyeth Laboratories, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101

A random sample of 200 of the ascertainable 260 library technician graduates (1967-1969) in the United States
was chosen and these graduates were sent
questionnaires to determine the job titles, duties, and salary changes, if any,
pertaining to each student's employment
before and after library technician training. T h e graduates' evaluations of how
their courses prepared them to perform
selected tasks were also analyzed.
?'he results demonstrate that gradu-

ates of library technician programs presently benefit in salary during their first
year of employment b y approximately
$1,250.
After technician training, 85y0 of the
graduates working full time felt well
accepted by the library staff; however,
this was somewhat tempered by the type
of library (academic, industrial, etc.). Of
the graduates, 77y0 felt well or excellently prepared for their present positions.

MANAGERS
of libraries and informa-

grams have been launched with 19 more
contemplated in the United States (2).
In the beginning, library technician
courses were developed to meet the local needs of libraries in various parts of
the country, but the trend is for courses
to be standardized to meet basic national needs.
ALA has presented a proposal on the
various categories of library manpower
and the levels of education and training required for these various categories
(3). T h e professional categories include
senior librarian and librarian, and the
"supportive" or subprofessional categories include library associate, library
technical assistant, and clerk. T h e library
technical assistant is the closest to what

tion centers have voiced concern about
the manpower shortage in many types of
libraries and information centers (I).
Before any type of formal education
was developed for the nonprofessional,
the "education" was done by. professional librarians on the job. But the librarians were too busy to teach these
nonprofessionals, and the library profession increased pressure on academia to
undertake some basic educational instruction.
Library technician training began in
1949 at the Ballard School of the YWCA
in New York City and at the U.S. Department of Agriculture School in Washington, D.C. Since then, 59 separate pro268

we know as the library technician; this
category requires two years of study beyond high school.
T h e primary purpose of library technician training is to free the professional librarian from tasks that do not
require graduate training, and thus alleviate the library manpower shortage.
Federal sanction has been given to the
library technician by the GS-1411 series
of job categories (4). I n this series the
requirements for a library technician
G S 4 read:

methods because of the widespread geographic locations of the graduates.
I t was accepted that the directory (2)
edited by John Nicholson and published
with the cooperation of the Council on
Library Technology in 1969 is a sufficiently current listing of all schools in
the United States and Canada which
give or contemplate giving library technician courses, and that it is complete
and accurate enough to serve as the
basis for this survey.

Working knowledge of library rules and procedures. May include some knowledge of
cataloging practices, bibliographic entries,
basic reference sources, acquisition sources
and familiarity with library terminology.
Working knowledge of one or two foreign
languages may be required.

Method

Previously, there had not been an extensive survey on the effectiveness of
technician training, using information
given by the graduates of the program.
This survey uses feedback from graduates to determine the effectiveness of library technician programs which had
been in operation for at least three years
in the United States at the time of the
survey. T h e data demonstrate how job
status and salary have changed, and indicate what kinds of jobs are being
filled by library technicians. T h e data
will be useful for planning or modifying curricula and also for assessing the
profession's gain from existing programs.
Rationale and Assumptions
A preliminary check of the literature
showed that there was little published
information on library technician graduates available. Contacting the library
technician schools for information concerning their graduates was a possible
way of getting survey information, but
it would have been indirect for some
kinds of information sought, and entirely
unproductive for others. Therefore, library technician graduates were contacted directly. Use of a questionnaire
for gathering data fmm technician
graduates was chosen over interview

A letter was sent to the 59 library
technician schools within the territorial
boundaries of the United States to request the names and addresses of their
graduates for the last three years. A
stamped, self-addressed envelope was
sent with the letter. Follow-up letters
were sent to those schools that did not
respond after four weeks, in order to
reach the goal of a better than 70y0 response from the schools. T h e final total
indicated that 82% of the library technician schools responded to the request
for the names and addresses of their
graduates.
After names and addresses were accumulated for a total of 260 graduates,
a questionnaire designed to fit the language of technicians was sent to a random
sample of 200 graduates. This number was chosen in advance of ascertaining the actual number of graduates available to be surveyed; it was sufficiently
sizable to be representative. As it turned
out, the sample came near to being a
total sample of the United States graduates. A stamped, self-addressed envelope
was provided for the return of the questionnaire along with a covering letter
explaining the purpose of the study. If
there was no answer after four weeks a
follow-up letter and an additional questionnaire and stamped, self-addressed
envelope were sent to the graduate.
Again, the goal was to achieve a better
than 70y0 response.
Each selected library technician graduate received the same questionnaire; it
was formulated in relatively unsophisti-

cated language and it asked only for the
data which were to be analyzed. Space
was also provided for possible comments
and remarks.
Results
Fifty percent of the 59 schools (Table
1) contacted responded to the first request for the names and addresses of
their graduates for the last three years.
T h e follow-up letter produced responses
from an additional 25%. Two schools
i n this 75% total response declined to
supply names and addresses.
Four schools chosen randomly from
the 15 schools that did not respond were
contacted by telephone. One school sent
22 names and addresses of graduates as
a result of the telephone call, and the
other three made it-a policy not to give
data on graduates. Including the letters
and four telephone calls, there was an
accumulated response from 48 schools or
82y0 of those listed in the Nicholson Directory. T h e replies produced the names
of 260 graduates.
It can be estimated that the total
number of technician graduates (19671969) in the United States is near 300.
This figure is extrapolated from the 260
names reported from 82% of the technician schools and an approximation of
five graduates per school (the reporting
sample average) from the five non-reporting schools having more than four
courses and the five schools that would
not disclose their graduates' names. Of
the 11 non-reporting schools, six had
only four courses, which meant that the
program was probably new and there
were no graduates.
Nine of the 11 schools that did not res ~ o n dare located in California. but since
65y0 of the names and addresses received
were from California, this state is well
represented in the sample. Twenty of
the responding schools had no graduates
yet, and two schools-Gavilan College
and the Community College of Allegheny County-had dropped the library
technician program.
Seventy-six, or 38Y0 of the graduates,
responded by completing and returning

Table 1 . Number of Library Technician
Schools by State
State
California
Michigan
Pennsylvania
Massachusetts
New York
Illinois

No.

23
5
5

4
4
3

Ohio
Texas
Colorado
Florida
Louisiana
Maryland
Minnesota
Missouri
North Carolina
Oregon
Vermont
Wisconsin

1
1
1
1
1

1

59

* The

excess 2% i s due to rounding error.

Table 2. State of Residence of Library
Technician Graduates (1 967-1 969)
State

No.
-

California
Michigan
Florida
New York
Ohio
North Carolina

I69
51
11
9
6
5

Illinois
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Texas
Colorado
Louisiana
Maryland
Massachusetts
Minnesota
Missouri
Vermont
Wisconsin

the first questionnaire. A follow-up questionnaire and a new covering letter requested the graduate to fill in the questionnaire "for the betterment of library
technician programs at your school and
at other schools in the United States."
Seventy-eight, an additional 39Y0, responded with completed questionnaires
by the cut-off date, yielding a 77y0 response.

Table 3. Age and Sex of Library Technician
Graduates
Sex
Age
-

No. Male Female
--

Mean
Annual
Salary

20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44

67 (43%)
6 (4%)
5(3%)
11 (7%)
14(9%)

3
0
1
1
0

64
6
4
10
14

$5,157
5,284

45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
Age and Salary
Not Stated

21 (14%)
15 (10%)
8(5%)
6 (4%)

0
0
0
0

21
15
8
6

5,710
5,589
5,481
5,348

1 1 %

0

1

-

-

-

154

5

149

-*

5,325
6,221

Table 4. Comparison of Salaries Before
and After the Technician Program

Salary
Before
Technician
Program

Salary
After
Technician
Program

Adjusted
Salary

$9,100
4,997
4,659
6,780
6,936

$8,208
4,507
4,202
6,385
6,532

Difference
Between
Adjusted
Salary and
Salary Before
Technician
Program

$

8
347
1,082
2,485
3,932

-

* None in this age group reported full-time positions.

Table 3 shows the age and &$x of the
154 library technician graduates: Average
annual salary has been calculated for the
various age groups.
Of the 154 graduates, 119 are working
-91 full-time and 28 part-time. Fiftynine of the graduates commented that
they could find no work after graduation,
so some (29) have switched t o another
field of endeavor. Of the 91, 34 had fulltime jobs before entering the technician
Table 4 is a salary comparison
of the 34 people working both before
and after the technician program, excluding volunteers and part-time workers.
Salaries given per hour are computed
on the basis of a 40-hour week.
Adjustments were made for cost of
living increases and inflation according
to the Consumer Price Index (CPI), using all items (food, housing, transportation, health, recreation, and all services)
applicable to each of the years concerned,
for each individual. T h e base used was
the salary before the technician training;
the salaries after the program were adjusted to this base. Thus, a valid comparison could be made between the two
salaries, using the following equations:

Mean Difference = $1,262.39
21 3.79
Standord Error =
T = 5.96*

* Significant at

P

= ,001

Adjusted Salary
= Salary after training
- (Salary after training) (factor)

Factor
- CPI for year after training x 100
CPI for year before training

- 100

Table 5. Salary Distribution of Library Technician Grctduates by Census Region

Annual Salary

Total ReNew
Middle
spondents England Atlantic

--

$2,900 and under
$3,000-3,499
$3,500-3,999
$4,000-4,499
$4,500-4,999

3
1
3
10
15

East
North
Central

--

South
Atlantic

West
North
Centra.1

West
South
Central Mountain

- - --

Pacific

3
1

Table 6. Salary Distribution by Type of Employer
Annual
Salary

$2,900

Total
Respondents

%

3
3

$3,0003,499
$3,5003,999
$4,0004,499
$4,5004,999

No.

1

%

1

$5,0005,499
$5,5005,999
$6,0006,499
$6,5006,999
$7,0007,499

No. 16

and
under

$7,5007,999
$8,0008,499
$8,5008,999
$9,0009,499

No.

Public
Library

School
Library

College
Library

35
38

28
31

-

Industrial
Library
-

Hospital
Library

-

3
%
3
No. 10
% 11
No. 15
% 16
No.

%

18
13
% 14
No. 13
% 14
No. 11
% 12
No. 3
%
3
No.

No.

1
1
0

No.

0

No.

%

No.

2

%

2

No. 91

%

12
13

12
13

4
4

Table 7. Job Titles Before Entering the
Library Technician Program

Job Title
Assistant Bookkeeper
Assistant Librarian
Bagger
Cafeteria Employee
Cashier

Number o f People
Possessing
Job Title

1

1
1
1
3

Clerk
Clerk-typist
Control Clerk
Counter Girl
Day Laborer
Department Store Clerk
Electrical Assembler
Executive Secretary
Girl Friday
Grocery Checker

1
1
1
1
1

Information Operutor
Lab Assistant
Librarian
Library Aid
Librory Assistant
Library Clerk
Library Page
Library Technician
Library Volunteer
Mending Clerk
Nursery Clerk Assistant
Nursery School Teacher
Office Manager
Postal Assistant
PTA Chairman

1
1
1
1

two, or three years' experience directly
following technician training for thk
graduates (1967-1969) who held jobs before and after training. Considering only
the 18 graduates of 1969 for which data
were available, the average increase during the first year directly following training was $1,250.
As noted in Table 5, most of the comparatively higher salaries are in the Pacific Region, namely California, with
the East North Central Region next. As
noted in Table 6, industrial libraries pay
the highest salaries with school libraries
second. With those graduates working
before and after the technician program,
there was a 60y0 increase for those working in a hospital library, a 52% increase
for a college library, a 48y0 increase for
a public library, a 34y0 increase for a
school library, and a 30% increase for
an industrial library. T h e average starting salary of Masters' graduates in library
science in 1969 was $8,161 ( 5 ) as compared with $5,708, the average starting
salary of library technician graduates in
1969.
T h e 40 job titles (Table 7) before entering the library technician program are

1

Quality Controller
Receptionist

Salesgirl
School Cafeteria Assistant
School Clerk
Student Aide
Student Assistant
Student Helper
Teacher Aide
Textbook Clerk

For example, the present salary for one
technician in 1969 was $9,100; it was
$8,200 before beginning the technician
program in 1967. T h e CPI for 1969 and
1967 are 127.7 and 116.3 respectively,
yielding a 9.8y0 increase due to cost of
living and inflation. Subtracting $892
(9.8%) from $9,100 gives $8,208 as the
1967 adjusted salary.
T h e mean salary before the program
was $4,089, and the mean adjusted salary
after the program is $5,351. This represents a mean net gain of $1,262 for one,

Table 8. Job Titles of Library Technician
Graduates
Job Title
Audio Visual Media Clerk
Acquisitions Clerk
Acquisitions Assistant
Assistant Librarian
Cataloging Assistant
Circulation Assistant
Clerk-typist
Head Librarian
Head of the Periodical Dept.
Librarian
Librory Aid
Library Assistant
Library Clerk
Library Technician
PTA Library Chairman
Secretary to Head Librarian
State Library Consultant
Supervisor of Textbook Roam
Technical Librarian
Technical Processor
Typist

No.

Table 9. Comparison of Job Titles
Before Library
Technician Program

After Library
Technician
Program

Table 10. Duties Performed by Library
Technician Graduates

Salary
Change*

Control Clerk
Quality Controller
Library Clerk
Counter Girl
School Clerk

Acquisitions Clerk $1,440
Assistant Librarian
368
Cataloging Assistant 1,456
Clerk-twist
clerk-tipist

Nursery School
Assistant
Librarian
Cashier
Cashier
Clerk-typist

Head Librarian
Librarian
Librory Aid
Library Assistant
Library Assistant

Lab Technician
Library Aid
Library Assistant

Library Assistant
Librory Assistant
Library Assistant

Library Clerk
Salesgirl
tClerk
Day Laborer
Executive Secretary
Information Operator
Library Assistant
Library Clerk

,,

#
,

t "

,,

,,
"

Mending Clerk
Nursery School Teacher
Salesgirl

I,

I,

4,

,,

I*

I,

Library Clerk
Library Clerk
Library Clerk

Student Assistant
Textbook Clerk
Clerk-typist
Librory Technician
tLibrary Volunteer

Library Clerk
Library Clerk
Library Technician
Library Technician
Library Technician

Salesgirl
School Cafeteria
Assistant
tPTA Chairman

Library Technician

Office Manager
Assistant Librarian

Library Technician
tPTA Library
Chairman
Supervisor of
Textbook Room
Technician Librarian

Type Cards/Forms
Assist Readers
Instruct People How to Use the
Library
Maintain Circulation Records
Search Catalogs
Shelve Library Materials
Type Correspondence
Repair and Mend Books

Determine Library Policy
Prepare Interlibrary Loan
Forms
Prepore Library Budget
Keypunch Library Records
Work with Data Processing
Equipment

Library Clerk
Library Clerk
Library Clerk
I,

N = 91

Search Order Files
Supervise Personnel
Photocopy Library Materials
Catalog Books
Verify References
Prepare Journals for Binding
Conduct Literature Searches
Maintain Bookkeeping and
Accounting Records
Choose Subiect Headings for
Books or Articles
Choose Publications to Buy
Prepare Bibliographies

$Library Assistant
Library Assistant
Library Clerk
$Library Clerk
Library Clerk

I,

Duties

900

*

Salary not adjusted
7 Volunteer
$ Wosrks part-time

varied, with only eight job titles cited
more than once. (The use of professional
titles is as reported by persons answering
the questionnaires.)
T h e greatest percentage of job titles
for library technician graduates (Table
8) are library clerk (24y0), library assistant (23y0), library technician (18y0), librarian (9y0), clerk-typist @yo), and assistant librarian (2y0). None of the other
titles appear more than once.

No.

%

76
71

83
78

70
64
63
54
53
49

77
70
LEVEL A
69 (50% or more)
59
58
54

45
40
40
38
34
29
29

49
44
44
42
37
32
32

28

31

27
26
26

30
29
29

22

24

20
12
7

22
13
8

6

7

LEVEL B
(25-49%)

LEVEL C
(0-24%)

Table 9 shows a comparison of job
titles for people who worked before the
library technician program and who are
working in a library after the technician
program. I t is difficult to interpret
whether or not job titles indicate an increase in responsibility. For some (22y0)
the job titles have remained the same
(librarian, library assistant, library clerk,
and library technician); but as indicated
by the table, the me'an salary has increased.
T h e duties of library technician graduates are so varied that one person may
perform many of the duties listed in
Table 10. T h e duties are listed according to their frequency of inclusion in
the list of tasks performed by technician
graduates; the hercentage is based on
the 91 graduates working full time.
Table 11 shows how the graduates
evaluated their courses to perform specified tasks in the library. Over 100 graduates rated preparation for the following
four tasks as poor: "keypunching library
records," "preparing library budget,"

Table 11. Graduates' Evaluations of Technician Courses
Graduates' Evaluation Ratings*
Library Tasks

Excellent

Good

Poor

14
15
27
27
30
44
44
47
47
49

Type Cards/Forms
Shelve Library Materials
Search Catalogs
Repair and Mend Books
Catalog Books
Mointain Circulation Records
Assist Readers
Search Order Files
Choose Subject Headings for Books or Articles
Prepare Bibliographies
Instruct People How to Use the Library
Verify References
Conduct Literature Searches
Prepare Journals for Binding
Choose Publications to Buy
Type Correspondence
Photocopy Library Materials
Determine Library Policy
Prepare Interlibrary Loan Forms
Maintain Bookkeeping and Accounting Records

56
45
34
29
16
29
36
31
24
10

Supervise Personnel
Prepare Library Budget
Work with Data Processing Equipment
Keypunch Library Records

13
1

43

54
60
62
75
76

48

58
50
62
45
34
32
37
44

1

(51-1001

90
95
99
102
128
140
141

* Number of graduates rating courses excellent, good, or poor; total respondents

"sl~pervi~ing
personnel," and "working
with data processing equipment," even
though approximately 107, of graduates
actually perform three of these tasks, and
44y0 reported performing the fourth
task, "supervising person~el."
Of the 151 library technician graduates returning questionnaires, 147 (957,)
say they are happy that they took the library technician program, and only
seven (5y0) are not happy about having
taken the technician program. Of the
stven that were dissatisfied with the
program, four stated that they were unhappy not with the courses but with the
fact that they could not find a job after
graduation. One of the four stated, "I

A

LEVEL B

79
83

37
23
9
11

4

LEVEL

(101-150)

LEVEL C

W50)

= 154.

Table 12. Response to the Question: "Do
You Feel That the Courses in Library
Technology Prepared You for Your Present
Position?"
Response
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Unsatisfactory

No.
-

%
-

28

31
46
18
3
2

42
16
3
2

was promised great paying jobs of which
the school couldn't find even one." Table
12 shows the rating which 91 graduates
gave the technician program in light of
their present position.

Table 13. Response to the Question Regarding Acceptance of the Library Technician
Graduates by the Library Staff
Response
Accepted as part of the library staff

(64)

Moderately accepted by the library staff

(13)

Public
Library

School
Library

College
Library

Industrial
Library

Hospital
Library

10

27

17

6

4

0

Looked upon as another clerical assistant (12)

2

(2)

0

Not accepted by the professional librarian

-

- - -

Table 13 shows how the graduates
view their acceptance by tlie library
staff. Indications are that in the hospital
and industrial libraries tlie technician is
well accepted by the library staff; one
technician in a school library and one in
a college library stated that they were
"not accepted by the professional librarian." These two graduates said: "There
is a definite line between professional
antl nonprofessional: at times this can
be quite aggravating," antl "Some accept
me ant1 my ability, but others look at me
as a threat to their work."
Discussion of Results
T h e response from library teclinician
schools indicated an average of two
graduates per school per year. This
would appear to be very low, but many
of the schools have no graduates at all,
and others have onlv 1,ad one or two
graduating classes. For example, alt l i o ~ ~ g hPennsylvania Iias five 1il)ral.y
technician schools, three of these schools
have no graduates, and one school has
eliminated the program. T h e average
remains low when schools with no graduates are eliminated from the tallv. and
the most obvious explanation for this
seems to be that the schools do not attract many persons, partially for lack of
publicity about their programs, either
within the profession or in the usual recruiting media. One graduate remarked
that "Most library systems seem somewhat in the dark about what a library
technician is."
O f the 154 library technician graduates
surveyed 61 (40%) worked in a high
school library before entering the technician program; seven (4%) worked in a
college or university library; seven (4%)
worked in a public library; eight (5y0)
worked as volunteers in an elementary
scliool library. T h e fact that 4001, of the
graduates sampled had- previouslyworked
in a high school library indicates that
this would seem to be a prime area for
reaching candidates for technician training. Librarians in charge of high school
libraries in varticular should strive to
provide incentives for a library career.
2 ,

Approximately 43% of the graduates
surveyed are 20 to 2-1 years of age. T h e
next largest age group is 45 to 49 which,
acltled to those of ages 50 to 54 and 40 to
4.1, in third and fourth place respectively,
suggests that the tecimician -pi-ogram
may be primarily serving housewives
who wish to return to the job market
after raising families. TWO" graduates
mentioned this point: " l t wasn't until
the children were nearing college age
that I thought of working," and "I feel
that the library tec~iniciinprogram is
an excellent opportunity to utilize a
large source of reliable workers in the
middle age bracket."
Only five (374) of the graduates are
male, while 149 (97%) are female. I t
may be speculated that the median salary
($5,404) of library technicians does not
entice male high school graduates to enter this field. statements-from those surveyed indicate that little publicity is
given to technician programs; this may
be a factor in attracting a low percentage
of males. Also, library work does not
seem to be on the list of "good jobs for
men," as it is on the counterpar; list for
women.
T h e average salary before technician
training was $4,089. Allowing a 5y0 increase per year if he stayed in his job
would bring the figure to $4,507 at the
time corresponding to that of graduation, whereas the average salary of the
graduate was actually $5,514 at the t h e
of this survey. This is an increase of approximately $1,000 per year, which may
be considered the direct result of technician training.
T h e job titles listed give little support
to librarians' fears that technician training is a threat to the profession, through
confusion of technicians with those who
have a M.S. or Ph.D. (6, 7, 8). Eighteen
percent of the graduates (Table 8) have
the title "Library Technician"; perhaps
this Civil Service title will eventually
become the recognized one.
I n the comparison of job titles, it is
difficult to interpret whether there is
improvement, but the salary increases
after the program indicate that the improvement is there. Even the job titles

that remained the same (10) show an
increabe in wages, four of them over
$2,000. Of the 34 graduates working full
time, 16 (47y0) had previously worked
in a library, and this is correctly reflected
in the job title list in Table 9. For these
16 persons the salary change after the
technician program shows an average
increase of $1,765.
A comparison of the graduates' evaluations of their teclmician courses (Table
11) with the duties performed by library
technician graduates (Table 10) shows
that over 100 of the 154 graduates sampled (Level A) rated their preparation
best, for the most part, in the least difficult library tasks. These lower-level tasks
are included in the duties performed by
50y0 or more of the library technician
graduates (Level A). Three of the four
tasks as reported given the poorest preparation are performed by 24y0 or less of
the graduates. T h e task "Supervise Personnel" is performed by 25 to 49y0 of
the graduates. Seventy-seven percent of
the kraduates workink full iime rated
their preparation for their present position as excellent or good (Table 12).
I n considering tllese criticisms bf the
23% of the technician graduates who
were relatively dissatisfied with their programs, it must be kept in mind that
graduates "reflect the normal discontent
of all new professionals who go into the
real world" (9). I n a study done at the
Columbia School of Library Science the
students said that the curriculum at Columbia is out of date and badly in need
of change. One faculty member said: "I
agree the introductory courses at Columbia are badly taught and badly organized" (10). I n another article (11) the
students at Drexel Institute of Technology Graduate School of Library Science
e"a1uated their instructors. ~ 1 1 ; weakest
characteristics of instructors as criticized
by the students were "Organization
of Material'' (31%); "Stimulation of
Thought" (29%); "Effectiveness in Putting Subject Across" (18y0). I n light of
these two studies at Columbia and
Drexel and the fact that 777, of the
library technician graduates rated the
program as excellent or good, it would

appear that the library technician program is relatively effective.
Conclusions
An important figure obtained from
this study is that 82y0 of the library
technician schools in the United States
produced 260 graduates (1967-1969). T h e
average technician starting salary in
1969 was $5,708 as compared with $8,161,
the average starting salary for a Master
in Library Science graduate in 1969.
From simple lists of duties, it was not
possible to classify objectively the concomitant degree of responsibility before and after the technician program;
but, interpreted inductively, the lists indicate a shift towards more responsible
tasks in the library after training. Eightyfive percent of the 91 graduates working
full time felt well accepted by their library staffs; however, this was somewhat
tempered by the type of library (academic, industrial, etc.) in which they
were employed. Seventy-seven percent of
the graduates felt well or excellently prepared for their present positions; when
questioned about preparation for specific
duties, it was for the least difficult
(though most frequently performed)
tasks that they felt their training had
best prepared them.
It is too early to tell what job advancements can come from the library
technician program. I n a large library a
conscientious and capable technician
might be able to progress satisfactorily,
but he can never obtain the status and
responsibilities of a professional librarian. Of course, the technician could finish college and obtain a degree in library
science, although this approach is an indirect and less desirable way to prepare
for a professional library career.
Since the technician program is relatively new and many schools have few
or no graduates, it would appear that
further research is needed in the next
few years. This research could take the
form of another survey such as this one;
by that time all of the technician schools
contacted in this survey should have
graduates. However, if adequate grant

s u p p o r t from a f u n d i n g agency were
available, m o r e direct methods, such as
a n in-depth picture of the working day
could be conof a library
ducted.
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The Computer-Microfilm Relationship
George H. Harmon
Information International, Bedford, New Hampshire 03102

TWO
INDIVIDUAL TOOLS of graphics which will have an enormous impact
on the information field and influence
the operation of libraries during the 70's
are microfilm and the computer. Each
will have its own effect. Where they operate together the changes in information handling will be dramatic.
Before examining the various ways in
which the computer and microfilm interrelate, let us look at each individually.
First the computer, specifically the digital computer.
T h e Computer
Computers, in the minds of many, are
large devices-expensive, mysterious, and
capable of doing many wonderful
things. However, they do not have to
be large or expensive but, like any machine such as an automobile or an airplane, one must learn how to operate
the particular device. One should look
at a computer as a unit which converts
signals or manipulates information.
A computer is composed of five parts.
There is an input, a memory, a processor
or arithmetic unit, a control unit and an
output.
Input devices convert signals to electrical pulses that can be used by the
computing portion while the output devices convert the final signals to a form
which can be used by other machines
or to a human readable form. Input can
be from punched paper tape, magnetic
tape, analog to digital converters, teletypewriters or display scopes with a light
pen.

T h e memory unit holds information
in a computer usable form for future use
or while arithmetic operations are being
performed on other data. There is information in memory that is immediately accessible, while other memory
units may hold information only occasionally required and less easily removed for computing operations.
T h e arithmetic unit is capable of receiving numbers in a binary form and
performing various operations. This is
the unit which actually produces the new
data as a result of combining the various
input information.
T h e control unit coordinates all the
parts of the computer so that events
happen in a logical sequence and at the
right time. T h e input is controlled, the
data is placed in memory or removed
when needed, the proper arithmetic
functions are performed and the output
device is controlled.
O u t p u t devices convert the electrical
pulses back to an information form usable by human beings or other machines. Output can be punched paper
tape, magnetic tape, printed information or images on a display scope.
Microfilm
Microfilm is a completely different
type of tool for handling information. It
is basically a storage device which allows
a great amount of information to be
placed in a small area and retrieved
with relatively inexpensive equipment.
There are various forms and sizes (Figure
1). Roll film is normally 16mm or 35mm

standards are established in the microfilm field. Each new form needs new
retrieval equipment. Special systems will
continue until users such as librarians
and their customers complain and refuse
to accept the great variety.

Information Retrieval
Figure 1. A Variety of Microforms

in width, but some is 70mm and 105mm.
Containers designed for automatically
handling roll images and called cassettes,
cartridges or magazines handle primarily
16mm film but some handle 8mm or
35mm film.
A specialized format for microfilm is
the aperture card. An image on 35mm
film is placed within a cutout portion of
an EAM card. T h e other part of the
card is punched with data processing
equipment for sorting or machine marking. This format may not seem familiar
to many librarians but the possibility
of placing the equivalent of twenty
pages of data on one 35mm frame makes
this form a future way of representing
reports which average from 4 to 40 pages.
Jackets are another unitized form in
which strips of either 16mm or 35mm
film are inserted into a carrier. Headings
are man-readable to define what images
are on the jacket. Many varied images
can be accommodated. Microfiche is
the name given to the unitized form
which has many images exposed by step
and repeat cameras or by "stripping up"
sections of 8mm or 16mm film. There
are various standard sizes such as 4" x 6"
or EAM card size with various standards
for number of images such as 60 or 98
and various specified reduction ratios
such as 24 x and 42 x .
New developments, particularly those
intended for the micro-publishing field,
are establishing higher reduction types
of fiche. Some systems are 90x, 150x, or
2 1 0 ~ These
.
new systems point out one
of the biggest problems that will be
faced by all types of librarians. There
will be less standardization before true

These two information handling devices-the
computer and microfilmhave been combined in four ways:
1. A computer controls a microfilm
system
2. T h e computer output is microfilm
3. T h e computer input is microfilm
4. T h e computer memory is microfilm
1) Control of the retrieval process of
a particular image from a large store of
microfilm has become necessary with the
increasing proliferation of information
placed on microfilm. Units have been
designed which store any of the forms
of microfilm and automatically retrieve
the desired image or page. T h e Miracode@ system of Eastman Kodak handles roll film in containers. Mossler developed a unit to handle both aperture
cards and microfiche. Image Systems'
product is known as CARD (Figure 2)
(Compact Automatic Retrieval Device),
and utilizes microfiche. T h e SandersDiebold units also handle the information in the microfiche form.

Figure 2. Compact Automatic Retrieval
Device (Image Systems' CARD Unit)

2) It has been stated that the computer is the greatest generator of information while microfilm can store information best. It was only natural that
eventually the output from the computer
would be placed on film. T h e amount of
paper output from the impact printers
caused difficult storage problems and
practically impossible retrieval problems. Devices were built which would
microfilm the unburst paper, thus solving most of these problems. I t was
shown that a more economical method
would be to record directly on microfilm
rather than first on paper. Units which
perform this function are called COM
(Computer Output Microfilm) devices
(Figure 3).
T h e basic COM unit converts digital
information from a computer either
directly or from magnetic- tape to an
image on a cathode ray tube (similar to
a television tube). This image is photographed producing the microfilm. T h e
film usually must then be developed.
Technological developments have made
it possible to record u p to 90,000 characters per second on film. Output is normally 16mm or 35mm roll film although
new units produce microfiche as 105mm
roll film. Many companies produce
units, and in order to accommodate all
users, have created many new output
frame sizes. Since the normal paper
output from computers is 11" x 14",
there has been an attempt to match that
form on microfilm. Effective reduction
sizes of from 16x to 4 8 have
~
been produced. In addition, there is production
of formats similar to 8%" X 11" and 8%"
x 14" at various effective reductions, creating a plethora of image sizes. It is impossible to enlarge on a microfilm reader
or blowback to paper all of these various
images on a single unit. Computer Output Microfilm has thus accentuated an
already difficult problem for librarians
-how to use all the various forms of
microfilm.
New developments in the COM field
will create new output forms and thus
create more problems. Multiple images
on the same frame make compact information storage but require special read-

Figure 3. A Sample COM Device
(Information International's FR-80)

ing equipment. Four images per frame,
eight images per frame and twenty images per frame have been generated for
35mm film. Two 8mm images u p on
16mm film is also being produced.
Higher quality graphic output requires
high quality readers to retrieve all the
recorded information. Inexpensive COM
devices produce a poorer quality output
which requires high quality readers to
maintain readability. Color microfilm
from COM devices reauires that readers have non-colored viewing screens for
true reproducibility.
3) A third wav in which there is a
relationship is where microfilm is the input to the computer (Figure 4). I n most
units now marketed, a beam of light
passes through the film and is measured.
With a known location and known
value of density of the film the computer
is in a position to evaluate the information on the film. Recent developments
in computer software have made possible the rapid reading of characters.
This is known as OCR (Optical Character Recognition). This technique will aid
extensively in maintaining index card
files. T h e cards can be microfilmed and
then read bv an OCR device. T h e computer can then reformat cards for mass
distribution.
4) Since computer information can be
recorded on microfilm and then read
back. microfilm can act as the memory of a computer. T h e device that is
nearest to a complete memory is a unit
made by synergistics. A lasdr beam is
split and the 36 channels are placed on

Figure 4. Automated Data Input System (Information International's Grafix I)

film as signal or no signal duplicating
the type of information normally on
magnetic tape. T h e same unit can read
back the information for the computer.
This process will make possible the conversion of large files of magnetic tape to
microfilm. Storage and retrieval may
then change from a data processing operation to a library operation.
There are various relationships which
exist between microfilm and computers.
T h e mating has created new problems

for librarians. It is now necessary
for all concerned-manufacturers,
data
processing personnel, microfilm specialists, and library science specialists-to
work together to take advantage of the
specialized characteristics of the tools to
make better information-handling systems.
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Status
T h e Problem of Nigerian Librarians
Akin Oluwakuyide
University of Ife, Nigeria

Library service is not regarded as a
pressing social need in Nigeria. T h e librarian is thus not given ample opportunity to demonstrate his capability and
value in terms of the contribution he
can make to the task of nation-building.
'4 high percentage of the masses are either uninformed or misinformed of the

nature and usefulness of the services of
the librarian. However, in the intellectual societies at universities and some
establishments with flavour for research,
he is held in high esteem. T h e contribution he can make to effective teaching
and research is realized, but his claim to
academic status is often disputed.

STATUS

ety like Nigeria, who promises on the
eve of an election to construct a makeshift dusty road to replace a village footpath, is assured of a landslide victory
over his imaginative progressive rival
who makes establishment of a modern,
well-equipped library costing thousands
of pounds a vote-catching issue. Even
though the Nigerian masses are largely
illiterate, there exists a sizeable class of
elites in the urban towns to justify the
establishment of public libraries. But an
urban Nigerian desires a good water supply, electricity, an efficient transport system and health facilities. Library service
does not come within his schedule of
priorities. T h e water engineer, the electrician, the doctor are more important to
him. I n short, provision of library service is not a pressing desideratum. T h e
unimpressive public opinion of the librarian is thus partly a by-product of
the indifference of the society to library
service.

is a vexing problem which
haunts librarians throughout
the world.
"
Recognition is already an overflogged
topic among Nigerian librarians. In
developing countries, the struggle for acceptance among the intellectual community is just beginning. T h e generally unenviable image of the librarian in society
arises from two major factors, the most
fundamental being a gross misconception
of the nature of librarianship. T h e second cause is to be laid at the feet of the
librarians themselves-lack
of self-assertion which raises the problem of acceptance of status quo. Lack of sufficient
intellectual depth of some members betrays the noble ideals of the profession
and thus distorts its image.
Librarianship is one of the few professions which does not touch directly the
life of the citizen. Its effect on the development of a nation is not immediate
and cannot be measured quantitatively.
Thus a politician in a pre-industrial soci-

Libraries and Education
Librarianship and teaching are allied
professions. Librarianship begins where
formal teaching stops. Conventionally
librarians deal with products of formal
teaching. This peculiarity of the profession eliminates it from the pressing essential services the government must
provide. While there is constant awareness of the necessity to formulate a
vigorous and imaginative national policy
for the training of teachers and other
experts, there is hardly any talk of the
need to train librarians. T h e erroneous
opinion still persists in the community
that librarians do not need any formal
training. T h e quality and nature of librarianship are measured in terms of
the unfortunate practice of poorly paid,
untrained library attendants manning
reading rooms owned by local councils
which grudgingly set aside annually a
paltry sum for payment of the low wages
of one or two staff and for the purchase
of newspapers.
T o improve the public image of the
librarian, a complete breakthrough in
the past indifference of government attitude is imperative. Provision of library
service should form an integrated part
of the educational policy. A modern network of school and public libraries
manned by qualified men should be initiated. Capable, well-remunerated librarians will be able to create a new image
and serve as good ambassadors of the
profession.
Support for Librarians in Nigeria
Every problem demands a pragmatic
approach. T h e library's traditional role
of serving primarily the literate community may be varied in the developing
countries. T h e librarian can enhance his
position and win admiration of the people if only he can speak in the language
the people understand. Since the masses
are illiterate, proposed public libraries
will have to strengthen their audio-visual
programmes. If the people cannot read,
they can see and hear. T h e librarian
stands to boost the reputation of his pro-

fession by bringing the usefulness of his
services to the doorstep of the masses.
I n the Nigerian academic scene, the
reputation o f the librarian is fairly high.
He is accorded full recognition. T h e
successful fight for academic status in the
academic communities of many countries strengthened his hand during the
struggle for this right. His esteemed
image has been achieved almost singlehandedly by the father of librarianship
in Nigeria-John
Harris. Mr. Harris
was for 20 years the librarian and for
about 18 months the Acting Vice-Chancellor of the University of Ibadan, Nigeria's oldest University. But for the
nationalistic sentiments of the Nigerians
to have an indigenous Vice-Chancellor,
he could probably have been confirmed
the substantive holder of the post without struggle. T h e reputation he brought
to the wrofession was immense. I have
painted a rosy picture of the librarian
in the University. It is, however, pertinent to add that the struggle has not
ended. I n private discussions and at
official meetings, the right of senior library staff to be treated on parity with
faculty has often been questioned, at
times in strong terms. At least in one
out of the six Nigerian Universities, the
fight for academic status has been lost
and librarians are grouped with "administrative and other" staff, while the
struggle for this right still rages on in
two others. In fairness to the critics, if
the librarians enjoy the same rights,
salaries and other perquisites with the
lecturers, it is fair enough to demand
of them comparatively high academic
standard and efficient information service. T h e librarian should be a specialist
in a subject field and ought to be well
versed in library technology. He must
be able to assert himself and meet his
academic colleagues on the same intellectual plane.
Faculty Advantages
It is probably important to point out
that faculty carry out their teaching programme under conditions more favourable to intellectual self-development. It

University of Ife Library

is the generally accepted labour practice
to work for 40 hours a week in Nigeria.
But a lecturer, by the nature of his work
-imparting
knowledge-and
international requirement of continuous study
and research, may not have lectures for
more than 20 hours, and the average is
3 lectures of one hour each per day. I n
this case, he still has about 20 hours out
of the regulatory 40 hours working period in which he may perform research,
thus even further improving his situation. T h e librarian, although granted
academic status, is not so favourably
treated. H e spends most of his time in
actual service to the academic community his library serves, and is only able
to squeeze a few hours out of his leisure
time to read magazines and professional
publications. H e thus cannot claim the
same intellectual depth as does the faculty. If the librarian cannot produce
evidence of academic knowledge and
continuous research comparable to the
faculty, then the basis of his claim for
equality is unsound. He cannot successfully or justifiably fall back on the unfair disparity in actual working period as
a waiver to this atmarent intellectual deficiency. T h e correct approach lies in
changing the routine working hours of
the librarian. T h e head librarians in the
universities and other special libraries can
tremendously foster the interests of the
library profession and improve its image
by improving their work schedules. Professionals ought to be granted a few
hours weekly to devote to their study
and research either in librarianship or in
individual subject fields. There is no
reason why a subject specialist librarian
cannot give lectures in his field with as
much efficiency and competence as his
colleagues in the faculty.
Special grants are often available to
lecturers for research which may lead to
I I

award of higher degrees. Furthermore,
attendance at international conferences
financed by the authorities is always encouraged. These facilities can be extended to the library staff if they fight
vigorously for them.
T h e Future of Librarianship in Nigeria
I n the struggle to win society's affection, education is an essential ingredient.
T h e profession is still largely misrepresented by the misdeeds of library wards
parading as "librarians" in the rural
areas. T h e two library schools at Ibadan
and Ahmadu Bello Universities should
embark upon a flexible admission policy
that will enable them to be trained for a
few months. I t is comforting that facilities are now available at the two library
schools to train high school graduates to
fill the junior and intermediate cadre
of the profession. I n a country of over
55 million people, two library schools are
grossly inadequate for the production of
trained librarians. But the employment
situation in the country makes any proposition for the establishment of more library schools ill-advisable.
T h e Nigerian Library Association is a
young yet virile organisation with noble
ideals and plans but little financial resources. Only massive financial support
from outside could enable it to execute
a fraction of its programme. Given the
resources, the organisation can begin
training the poorly educated library
clerks from the rural areas. Remuneration is an important image-creating factor for any profession. T h e salary strucLure of the librarians vis-A-vis other
professionals shoultl be comparatively
fair and attractive. T h e Nigerian Library Association has always pressed for
fair salary structure for members, but
the present achievement is by no means

the best members can obtain. There is
a serious proposal to keep a register of
those professionally qualified to practise
the art of librarianship in Nigeria.
When this laudable idea materialises, no
more will untrained clerks hold undeserved positions as professional librarians.
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This Works
For U s
Circulation Mechanized
William A. Kozumplik
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Palo Alto Research Laboratory,
Palo Alto, Calif. 94304

CIRCULATION

ity analysis indicate additional cost advantage, it will be promptly installed.
Saving money is the product of mechanization.
T h e following description of the
LMSC low cost EAM circulation system
will not materially change were EDP to
be used. All visible borrower-related
products will be the same. What EDP
will do is provide administration byproducts such as total items charged
out being arranged by using organization within the company and by subject
discipline, input error statements, etc.
T h e system produces a "Monthly
Statement of Library Charge Outs"

routines of the library system of Lockheed Missiles &
Space Company (LMSC) are mechanized.
Electrical accounting machines (EAM)
and other electrical equipment are used
rather than computers (electronic data
piocessing [EDP] equipment) primarily
for cost considerations. T h e operational
mechanized system is less expensive by
$34,000 per year over the supplanted
mecllanizetl system described in the January 1968 issue of this Journal. [See
Nolan, K. P., et al. / Mechanized Circulation Controls. Specznl L~blnrzes59 (no.
1): p.17-50 (Jan 1968)l Should a computer program currently under feasibil-
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which is mailed to the borrower.
A statement of a library user's borrowing
status is, I believe, novel in library operations. Unlike a bank statement, the
library charge-out statement lists only the
outstanding loans chargeable to borrowers at the end of any given month. T h e
borrower has a visual reminder of what
company property the library says he has
in his custody. It is his responsibility to
reconcile differences; he is urged to return items overdue (marked "xx" in the
first column after the short description
of the book or report) and he is required
to return works promptly for which a
wait list occurs (identified by "w" in
the second column). Additionally, mechanized equipment is used to both fold the
statement and to insert it in a window
mailing envelope.
User acceptance of the monthly statement is unanimously positive. But since
the system's installation rested primarily

on tested reduction of operating costs,
this is like having your cake and eating
it too.
A particularly important spin-off of the
system is the recovery of the books and
reports at the time the borrower is severing his connection with the company.
T h e statement clearly indicates what is
due to the library. Since he must reimburse the company for unreturned borrowed works, his library status is expeditiously reconciled through use of the
monthly statement.
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William Gonzales
SLA President 19'7 1/'72

THE

NEW PRESIDENT of SLA
ended his inaugural address at the 1971
Sail Francisco Conference with: "My
final thought is simply-let's get at it!"
These words are indicative of both his
dedication and vital interest in SLA affairs, and his northeastern U.S. origin.
Efren was born i n Kew York City, and
lived i n the Bronx. At an early age, he
showed a real talent for music, and studied piano under Alexander Semler. H e
was the recipient of a gold medal for
solo piano performance in an intra-city
music competition. T h e award was p i e
sented to him by singer Jessica Dragoxlet
at the old City Center concert hall
across from Radio City. His enjoyment
of music is still evident-he loves listening to classical music, but plays a mean
jazz piano!
H e also studied art during high school
with Leon Helguera, a family friend
and commercial artist, who designed
the first international stamp for the U.hT.
While at Iona College, he worked as
a student assistant in the college library, where Brother Alexander Thomas
introduced him to the fascinating possibilities of librarianship as a career. Upon
graduation in 1951, he enrolled in the
Columbia University School of Library
Service, where h e received his MSc in

1952. His interest in suecial librarianship was piqued by SLA literature posted
on the bulletin boards at Columbia.
Since June 1952 he has been a special
librarian. His first professional position
was at tlle U.S. Military Sea Transportation Service, Atlantic Area, where ile restocked, standardiled, and cataloged all
shipboard libraries. Subsequently he became librarian of the material laboratory
of the Brooklyn Navy Yard. I n 1955,
Efren became technical librarian at
Nepera Chemical Co. (Yonkers), where
t h e emphasis was on prescription and
non-prescription drugs and bulk chemicals.
H e left the East Coast i n 1956 to become technical librarian at Grove Laboratories i n St. Louis. H e was made director of technical communications in
1957, .and combined his library activities
with the development of procedures and
files of internal researcl; and tlevelopment data. During his residence in St.
Louis, Efren became active in Chapter.
Division and Association levels of SLA,
holding many responsible positions. H e
served as chairman of tlle 1964 St. Louis
Convention Committee.
I n 1958, Grove Laboratories became
part of the Bristol-Myers Company, and
i n 1967 Efren was transferred back to
the East Coast-to the Scientific Division
of Bristol-Mvers Products in Hillside.
N.J. as manager of technical communications. H e became manager of Science
Information Services in 1969.
Efren's list of Association duties shows
his dedication to the Association. With
all of the involvements in his professional duties, he still finds time to en,joy
his five children, ranging in age from 3
years to 18. One of his daughters shares
his passion for music, and is presently
studying classical guitar.
O u r new President has often been tlescribed as soft-spoken, with an easy manner and an infectious sense of llumor.
H e does have all of these qualities, and
uses them to his advantage while "getting at it!"
MARYFKANCES
MUSCO
Bristol-Myers Products
Hillside, New Jersey

Let's Get Together

efren w. gonzalez

M y first words as President of SLA can come as nothing more than anticlimax after a
meeting considering such fundamental subjects as Association tax status, Bylaws amendments and merger. It is my distinct recollection that these words will reach you a t that
precise moment a t this Annual Meeting when no more words are welcome. But, I hope
you will allow me to express my great pride in accepting the Presidency.
There are many ways to think of SLA. I choose to see 7,000 special people who enjoy
their work and enioy their Association. I also see people of intense professional interest.
Those of us on this side of the dais must find new and better ways to move ahead. But I
want to emphasize that those of you on that side of the dais are the ones who must do
the moving. SLA has evolved (and is evolving) as members find new ways of grouping,
new ways of communicating. I urge you to become part of this process in your Chapter,
in your Division, and encourage others to follow your example. I warn you, there will be
no applause for mediocre work among your peers. But I promise you personal and professional satisfaction as you help your associates in SLA move forward to new projects
and programs locally, and on the Association level.
So, it really comes down to your willingness to do something. Obviously many of you
have been willing and able for many years. I hope our new members, present and future, will follow this example. As I said a moment ago, we have a real talent for working together. As more learn to do so, SLA will serve an even greater role in the profession. M y final thought is simply-let's

get at it!

Mr. Gonzalez's inaugural remarks were
presented at t h e A n n u a l M e e t i n g o n J u n
9, 1971 during SLA's 62nd A n n u a l Conference i n S a n Francisco.

President's Report

1970171
Florine Oltman

LAST

YEAR as SLA entered a new
decade, and I took on a new responsibility for its affairs, I could not predict
what our problems or our accomplishments might be during my term of office.
I could only hope that we could build
on the best of our past, conquer obstacles which might impede progress along
the way and initiate programs for our
Association in which we could take pride.
I feel that the Board of Directors at the
Association level, Committee chairmen,
Chapter and Division officers and those
of you who have accepted responsibility
at all levels, have helped us tremendously
in every aspect of our activities.
During the past year, by necessity, we
have had to devote a great part of our
attention to administrative affairs. Hopefully, this then provides the environment in which new programs can be
initiated and accomplished. Your officers
and Board members and staff personnel
have given very serious attention to improving the necessary operating procedures of our Association.
T h a t this did not go unnoticed by
our members is a good omen. One concerned member wrote us that we should
not overlook SLA's responsibilities in
other directions as well. He pointed out
that our Association has inherent leadership capabilities in such fields as research and network development, and
should not fail to exert that leadership.

This reflects an individual's concern for
what he believes our Association ought
to be involved in.
This is the kind of responsibility each
member should feel, and such constructive reminders and suggestions and the
expression of creative ideas will be the
strength of our Association. Sometimes I
think that organizations, as with individuals, when challenges are greater, or
the environment more austere, become
more concerned, more stimulated and
more motivated. I believe this past year
has provided many examples.
A great effort has gone into membership drives this year and while we would
like some 380 more than we have right
now as a target, we have done extremely
well in the face of an austere employment period for librarians.
I was concerned last year, too, about
the development of leadership capabilities in our younger members, and as I
visited my assiglled group of Chapters,
I was reassured as 1 talked to such individuals and saw them participating
enthusiastically.
We have participated in conferences
of national interest with representatives
at the Airlie House Conference on Networks, the Council of National Library
Associations, and a conference on the
future needs of information science in
Washington, D.C.
A particular interest of mine is in in-

ternational cooperation among libraries,
so I have observed the efforts of our International Relations Committee with
svecial interest. Our visitors at this conference have added immeasurably to the
value of our conference. We have much
to learn and much to offer in such exchanges of information. I hope that SLA
in the future will carry its share of
responsibility for helpingin the development of special libraries in other countries wherever our experience may be
of value. We have continued our representation to such bodies as IFLA, FID,
T h e United Nations and UNISIST.
As I said earlier, a major portion of
our attention has been concerned with
administrative matters. With Dr. McKenna as Executive Director, your officers and Board of Directors have directed much time and effort toward the
development and training of personnel
at Headquarters and to the best utilization of resources available to us in
SLA's operating and investment funds.
Our Continuing Education Seminars
have become a significant contribution
to our members, and improve with each
year's experience.

Our Scholarship Fund has grown considerably and you have learned here of
quite significant contributions by individual Chapters.
These are examples of Association
concern, and because we see and hear
more about them, we may overlook the
myriad activities of significance at the
Chapter and Division levels where individuals are involved who mav not be
fortunate enough to attend our annual
conference. I hope our leaders at various
levels do not underestimate our members. 1 believe they want their Association to do something constructive, they
want to have a feeling of accomplishment and they want to belong to an
organization with a purpose and a program. I hope we continue to hear them
say, "Special Libraries Association is the
Association that comes closest to meeting my needs."

Miss Oltman's Presidential Report was
presented at the Annual Meeting o n J u n
9, 1971 during SLA's 62nd Annual Conference i n Sun Francisco.

Treasurer's Report
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Janet M. Rigney

DESPITE
what has been regarded

as a
poor national economic background, 1
am happy to report that Special Libraries Association continues to be solvent
with several of the financial programs
that were planned in the last fiscjl period now under way. I n accord with the
actions of the Board of Directors, two
changes liave been made in the supervision of Association funds-the
fiscal
year now coincides with the calendar
year instead of tlle previous Oct I-Sep
30 fiscal year, and the accounting basis
of the Association has been changed
from a cash basis to an accrual basis.
Actually, the previous fiscal period was
a 15-month "year" which had to be adjusted to a 12-month income. For this
period, ending Dec 31, 1970, there was a
deficit of $16,000. Total Association assets on this date were $317,459 (excluding National Science Foundation grant
funds).
T h e activities at headquarters, in administering SLA, its p~hlications programs, services to members and business
dealings with non-members must continue a n d improve as the Association
grows. I t would be unrealistic to pretend
that more income is not needed to do all
tliat is already planned, to say nothing
of requests that will be brought forward
here at this meeting. Membership dues
supply SLA with most of its income
and the recent bylaws changes liave been
welcome as have been the many new
members that they have brought us.
However, there still remains a percentage of "drops" every year and this is the

gap tliat must be closed as we concentrate
on expanding membership even more.
For this reason the new request for a
bylaws change in membership requirements will be made today. This cllange
will not only mean an increase in dues
but will allow us to take advantage of
an improved tax status now denied us; a
status which will mean savings of many
thousands of dollars annually; a status
which can make SLA the beneficiary of
gifts and bequests which cannot now be
offered to us with any benefit to the
donor; a status which kill enable us to
provide a good retirement plan for tlie
Headquarters Staff.
Investments and savings have and
will continue to be an important part
of our fiscal program. he hvestment
Advisory ~ c c o u n continues
t
at the First
National City Bank of New York. Dividend earnings to date have more than
paid for t h e fees involved in opening
and maintaining the account and tlie
earnings continue to accumulate. Market
value
the first 12 months has increased
from the original $60,000 invested to
$75,000, in spite of the general economy.
Therefore. we are satisfied that the lnvestment Advisory Service is for conservative growth.
T w o $50,000 purchases of commercial
paper have been made this year. T h e
first, General Motors Acceptance Corporation, was for 91 days at 51/,y0,tlle
second, W. T . Grant, was for 91 days at
5%.
(Continues on $1.299)

Advisory Council Report
1WO/71
Keith G. Blair

THERECORD

for the year reflects a
"ho-hum" year of achievement. But the
record does not truly reflect the long
hours of discussions in Council sessions
and the longer hours committee members
have labored over assignments to maximize the "grass roots" sense of the Special Libraries Association. After all, that
is the function of the Council, to "advise" the Board of Directors and to express the collective wishes of every geographical corner and subject variety of
an international organization.
It is unfortunate that the talented
Agenda Committee, whose membership
ranged from coast to coast, was not
called into action this year. T h a t was
entirely due to the lack of communications between the Council Officers.
Knowing the character and caliber of
the incoming officers of the Council, I
know that the Agenda Committee will
be used to its utmost in 1971/72. An effective Agenda Committee can enhance
the council sessions and lighten the burden on the Council Officers.
T h e Advisory Council during l97O/7 1
approved changes in the requirements
for Student and Emeritus Members; favored changing the name of Emeritus
Member to Retired Member; favored
increasing dues for Retired Members;
approved increases in dues for extra Division affiliations; and expressed a real
concern over the plight of unemployed
librarians. I n a surprising turn of events,
the straw vote taken in San Antonio regarding the sense of the Council on the
idea of two Councils (one each for Chapters and Divisions) showed a strong ma-

jority in favor of the two bodies. This
was a sharp contrast to the expressed
concern in Detroit favoring one body.
T h e Council also reauested the Board
of Directors to schedule a special session
to reconsider its previous action on the
ASISISLA merger question.
T h e outgoing Chairman of the Advisory Council presented the incoming
Chairman with a Special "Heff" award
that had been conceived and created by
the three previous Council Chairmen.
If the Council did not fulfill its mission this year, or any other year, it is
not entirely due to the fault of the Council Officers. Remember, the mechanism
is clearly defined and simple to use if
you have a project, a problkm, or a concern that you sincerely feel should be
brought to the attention of the Board
of ~rrectors.You can go to your Chapter or Division Liaison Officer, to your
Agenda Committee, or to your elected
council Officers. If you want, you can
just stand u p and be counted at an Advisory Council meeting. If you introduce
a motion and it is
b y the Council, the Officers of the Council are obligated to bring it to the attention of the
Board of ~ i r e c t o r s and
,
action must be
taken. This is the democratic process at
its best. This is one of the real strengths
of the Special Libraries Association.

Mr. Blair's report was presented at the
Annual Meeting o n J u n 9, 1971 during
SLA's 62nd Annual Conference i n Sun
Francisco.

Chapter Relations Committee
Joseph M. Dagnese

THEYEAR

1970/71 was a n active one
for the Chapter Relations Officer and the
Chapters. T h e CLO submitted reports
to the Board of Directors at the Fall
and Midwinter meetings. I n addition he
wrote three letter-reports to all Chapter
presidents calling attention to decisions
of the Board which affected Chapter
activities and notifying them of various
housekeeping matters. I n turn, all the
Chapters submitted their required reports for last year, unfortunately many
of them well beyond the stated deadlines.
T h e "Guidelines for Chapters" was
sent in September 1970 to all Chapters.
Issued in loose-leaf form, one page has
already been revised and more are in
preparation to accommodate all the
changes which have occurred since publication.
At the Midwinter meeting in San Antonio, only two Chapters were not represented at the Chapter officers' meeting.
This is an important meeting and attendance at i t must continue to be
stressed.
T h e President and President-Elect visited the following Chapters: Toronto,
Montreal, Boston, New York, Connecticut, Princeton-Trenton, Upstate New
York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Baltimore, Washington, Virginia, and New
Jersey. In addition Miss Oltman made
a special visit to the Louisiana Chapter.
All chapters reported favorably on these
visits.
At the October Board meeting the
CLO requested an increase in Chapter

allotments from $3.00 to $3.50. About
19% of the Chapters notified the CLO
that they would like an increase. This
small percentage, plus a tight budget,
influenced the Board to reject the recommendation.
I n San Antonio at the Midwinter
meeting, the Board changed the manner
of choosing the location for future Midwinter meetings. T h e dates and locations
of future meetings will be set three
years in advance. T h e Board accepted
invitations from the Virginia Chapter
for Richmond in 1972 and from the
Oklahoma Chapter for Tulsa in 1973.
Invitations for Midwinter 1974 were considered by the Board at the San Francisco Conference. San Diego was selected.
Hereafter, invitations will be considered
at each Midwinter meeting for the third
year in the future.
T h e Membership Committee instituted a vigorous campaign to bring new
members into the Association. Most of
the Chapters picked u p the challenge.
T h e Washington, D.C. Chapter's campaign slogan of "101 for '71" was the
most ambitious one. T h e final count
from their Annual Report indicated 138
new members.
All the Chapters published at least one
issue of a bulletin, two Chapters doing
so in conjunction with other libraryoriented associations. These bulletins
represent a considerable investment both
in donated time and in cash layout.
Their importance to individual mem(Continues on page 298)

Division Liaison Officer

Bess P. Walford

DIVISIONS
have

been affected by a
spirit of unrest during this year, drily
partly caused by the Association's concern with structure and merger. Some
of the unrest is due to the ~ i v i s i o n s '
own internal problems. Those Divisions
with strong leadership and continuing
on-going programs have fared best.
Where leadership is weak and the Annual Conference is the only binding
force, the Divisions suffer accordingly.
Lack of internal communication is the
major problem of all Divisions.
1n spite of these weaknesses on the
part of some Divisions, a number have
had an active and productive year. T h e
Insurance Division is happily planning
to launch a new award, "The Ferguson
Communications Award." T h e Insurance
Division is in an excellent financial DOsition because of its publications, Znsurance Literature and Insurance Periodicals Index. T h e Museums, Arts & Humanities Division, which changed its
name in San Antonio from the Museum
Division, is already planning to take
advantage of its broader scope by exploring new roads in recruitment.
The Chemistry Division was shocked
to find that some members of the Science-Technology Division thought they
also belonged to the Chemistry Division.
This came to light when papers given
at the Division's 1970 Conference program on "Business Intelligence Service
for the Chemical Industry" were offered
free to the Chemistry Division members,
and at, a price of $2.00 to non-Division

members. T h e Chemistry Division hopes
to gain some new members from SciTech because of this.
Many Division problems revolved
around their publications. T h e Biological Sciences Division Chairman reports,
however, that their publication, T h e
Reminder, has taken on new life under
new and efficient editorship. T h e Picture
Division attempted to put its periodical
Picturescope on a more profitable basis
by having a commercial publisher handle it. However, this solution is not yet
resolved.
Division publications included a Bibliography of Masters Theses i n the Petroleum Industry, which was distributed
to all Petroleum Division members.
Picture Sources, 3rd edition, was approved by the Board in October as a
joint project with the American Society
of Picture Professionals. T h e Social Science Division got out a preliminary edition of the Directory of Special Interest
Groups prepared by Dorothy E. Christensen. T h e Pharmaceutical Division
published four issues of its Copnip List,
increased its yearly subscription price
from $3.00 to $6.00 and single issues
from $1.00 to $2.00. Initial steps have
been taken to change Unlisted Drugs by
amending the contract made with Boris
Anzlowar. Business and Finance Division made its video tape of the panel
discussion, "Problems in Obtaining
U.S. Government Publications," available and it has been most popular.
(Continues on page 298)

Chapter Relations Committee (contd,)

bers and Chapter effectiveness is enormous. They are a significant way of
keeping members informed of Association and other events which influence
their professional life.
Chapter programs for the year were
imaginative and informative. Toint meetings-with other associations, ~ o r k s h o p s ,
seminars, and discussion groups on- a
wide range of topics were on agendas.
Union lists, lists of special libraries in
Chapter areas, and c h a p t e r manuals
were published. However, personal involvement is still a problem. Some
Chapters did draw "new" members into
active participation, others bemoaned
the lack of it. This may be an eternal
problem but perhaps solvable with an
all-out effort.

Division Liaison Officer (contd.)

Examples of cooperation with other
societies are as follows: NASA will publish the Aerospace Division and NASA's
N A S A and A D Cross Reference and Accession Numbers; the Chemistry Division
has contacted the Division of Chemical
Literature of the American Chemical
Society to see if there are joint projects
in which they could cooperate and has
offered to exchange representatives; and
the Documentation Division again participated in the Spring and Fall Joint
Computer Conferences.
T o appeal to our new and younger
participants, Metal/Materials Division
planned an Early Bird Workshop for
Younger Members at this year's San
Francisco Conference.
Overall, even though some Divisions
are grumbling and complaining, they are
very much a part of SLA, and are still
very much alive.
As the Division Liaison Officer, I sent
out a Summer letter concerning the Financial Reports, a pre-Midwinter letter
and a pre-Conference letter. I also contacted those Divisions with special prob-

Finally, the CLO has presented to the
Board at the San Francisco Conference
four reports which affect Chapters: 1)
on Chapter boundaries, a study of the
distribution of the membership and the
geographical limits of Chapters; 2) on
Chapter fiscal year, to make official the
present policy of reporting Chapter
funds; 3) on the Gavel Award, to recommend some changes in the method of
determining the winning Chapter; and
4) on the Chapter Relations Committee,
to eliminate the Committee and establish the position of CLO, similar to the
DLO. I shall report to the Chapters on
the status of these recommendations after
this Conference.

Mr. Dagnese presented this report at the
2 n n u a l Meeting o n J u n 9, 1971 during
SLA's 62nd Annual Conference in San
Francisco.

lems by writing and by phoning. I n addition, I arranged special conferences with
the chairmen in San Antonio at Midwinter and again at the San Francisco
Conference. I presented a report on the
Divisions to the Board at Midwinter.
Meetings for Division Officers were also
held at Midwinter in San Antonio and
at the Annual Conference in San Francisco. As a result of the San Antonio
meeting, I presented a resolution to the
Board concerning extra Division memberships. T h e Board passed the resolution for presentation to the membership
at the Annual Conference. At the request of the Division Officers, I have begun to update the Division Manual. In
so doing, I found some sections completely outdated and have sent them to
the appropriate Committee chairman for
suggestions. Those sections which are
completed by June will be presented to
the Board for approval.

Miss Walford presented this report at
the Annual Meeting o n J u n 9, 1971
during SLA's 62nd Annual Conference
in San Francisco.

Resolutions of Appreciation
Adopted at the Annual Meeting
Jun 9, 19'71
WHEREAS,Special Libraries Association has
been guideg by a President whose gracious
personality, composure, and experience have
inspired the officers and members of the Association to dedicate themselves to a higher
standard of professionalism and service, therefore
B e I t R e s o l v e d , that the Special Libraries Association hereby express its sincere appreciation to its 1970/71 President, Florine Oltman.
WIJEREAS,
the Sixty-Second Annual Conference of Special ~ i b r i r i e Association
s
has effectively demonstrated the value of service in
the dissemination of information, therefore
B e I t I i e s o l v r d , that Special Libraries Association in its recognition of the time and effort
required to plan and execute this outstanding Conference, pay special tribute to the
many persotis and organizations involved,
arid especially to:
Rlark H. Raer, Conference Chairman, for
his competent and successful planning; and
to Hewlett-Packard Company for its loyal
support of his Conference activities;
Koger RI. Martin, Conference Local Arrangement Chairman, for sharing his vast experience and knowledge of ~ssociationactivities in making this a successful conference;

Marilyn Johnson, Conference Program
Chairman, for arranging the Conference sessions;
T h e Conference Executive Committee; the
Committee chairmen and their Committees;
and to the San Francisco Bay Region Chapter and its President, H. Donald Gholston; to
all speakers and participants who took part
in the various activities of the conference;
Dr. Raymond S. Ross, Professor of Speech,
Wayne State University, for his address which
showed everyday actions in a different light;
Father William J. Monihan, S.J., Director
of Library Relations, University of San Francisco, for his inspirational guidance;
Dr. Frank E. RlcKenna, Executive Director,
and the Staff of Special Libraries Association
for their support of Conference activities;
T h e Management of the San Francisco Hilton, especially Edward RI. Merling, ,4ssistant
General Manager and Director of Sales, and
his excellent staff;
,411 exhibitors and their representatives for
presenting new ideas, materials, and equipment to assist special librarians in designing
better services.

Treasurer (contd.)

Serial Publications F u n d , $58,000; Schola r s h i p F u n d , $29,000; E q u i p m e n t R e serve F u n d , $11,000; N a t i o n a l Science
F o u n d a t i o n Grants, $55,000.

A p o r t i o n of t h e reserve f u n d has been
converted t o a Certificate of Deposit of
$4,000 a t 53/,0j,.
A t t h e close of t h e last fiscal period
t h e Special Libraries Association f u n d
balances were as follows: G e n e r a l F u n d ,
$1 15,000; Reserve F u n d , $105,000; N o n -

JULY/AUGUST
1971

Mildred E. Hogan; Luther E. Lee;
Mrs. Florence McMaster; Emily R. Mobley;
Georgia P. Lyke, Chairman

Miss Rigney's report was presented at
t h e A n n u a l M e e t i n g o n J u n 9, 1971
d u r i n g SLA's 62nd A n n u a l Conference
in San Francisco.

SLA/ASIS Merger Discussions
T h e SLA Component of the Joint Merger Committee was directed by the
Board in Jan 1971 to finalize the Merger Questionnaire for distribution. Questionnaires were mailed to SLA members and ASIS members in April.
T h e report released by the Joint ASIS/SLA Merger Committee on May 21,
1971 and mailed to the Board and Advisory Council is reproduced below.
Results of Merger Questionnaire
T h e Tellers Committees of SLA and ASIS counted their respective Merger
Questionnaires. T h e cutoff date for counting ballots was May 4 for both organizations. T h e results for the two key questions are listed below:
SLA

ASlS

-

Questionnaires mailed
6,624
Questionnaires returned 1.945 (29.4%)

l a . How would you vote if you were formally presented with the specific merger plan
published in the September 1970 issue of SPECIAL LIBRARIES, p.390-394?
For
Against
Undecided
Blank
Total Returned

1,004 (53.7% of the returns)
732 (37.6% " "
" )
149(7.7%" "
" )
2 0 ( 1.0?40~~
'
I
)

828 (62.4% of the returns)
379 (28.5% " "
" )
103(7.8%" "
" )
1 7 ( 1.3?401' "
I'
)

-

-

1,945

1,327

3. Should the Merger Committee continue with its detailed planning for the merger?
Yes
No
Blank
Total Returned

953 (71.8% of the returns)

1,199 (61.6% of the returns)
614(31.6% " "
" )
132(6.8%" "
" )

316 (23.8%
58 ( 4.4%

1,945

" "
"

"

)

I1

)

1,327

These results have been forwarded to our respective governing bodies for consideration.

SLAIASIS Joint Merger Committee

May 21, 1971
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SLA
-

ASIS
-

R. W. GIBSON,
JR.
E. W. GONZALEZ
F. A. OLTMAN

P. ATHERTON
C. P. BOURNE
R. KYLE

The purpose of the Questionnaire was
to determine the degree of interest of
members in the merger proposal and
whether to continue discussions. The
figures indicate that only 29y0 of the
voting members of SLA had replied to
the Questionnaire in comparison to a return of 53y0 on the 1971 ballot for SLA
officers,which was in the members' hands
at the same time as the Questionnaire. Of
the 29y0 returned, 38% were against and
7% undecided on the merger. This total
-45%-was
considered by the Board to
be the significant result of the tally because the objective of the Questionnaire
was to seek a mandate from the members. The SLA Committee felt that an

Board Statement Regarding Merger
" O n June 5, the Board of Directors considered the results of the Merger Questionnaire and the recommendation of the
S L A members of the Joint Merger Committee. T h e purpose of the Questionnaire was to see if there was a mandate
from the membership t o continue negotiations.
"These merger discussions began with
the 1968/69 Board which established a
joint committee to investigate means of
merging. T h e first draft of a Merger Zmplementation Plan was thoroughly reviewed by the Board and the Advisory
Council at the Mid-Winter meeting in
Atlanta i n 1970. T h e final draft of the
Plan was published i n Special Libraries
together with a history of merger events
to date. T h i s reached the entire membership by January 1971. T h a t same month,
the Advisory Council again discussed the
question and was asked to encourage review of the Plan, and discussion at the
Chapter level i n anticipation of the
Questionnaire mailing (together with a
Fact Sheet), which reached the members
i n April 1971.

issue of such fundamental importance to
the Association as a merger-a step that
could change the entire structure and
organization-should have elicited more
interest. In order to effect a Bylaws
change, SLA requires a two-thirds affirmative vote of those voting in a mail
ballot. In this case, the majority did not
even approach two-thirds of those voting.
Therefore, the SLA component of the
Joint Merger Committee recommended
that merger discussions be discontinued
and the Joint Merger Committee dissolved. T h e Board approved the recommendation by a vote of 9-1 (1 member absent). T h e Board statement follows.

" T h e returned Straw Ballots were tallied i n May. Based o n the results, the
Board decided to accept the recommendation of the S L A members of the Joint
Committee that 'the discussion of merger
of S L A and ASZS should be discontinued
and the Joint Merger Committee should
be dissolved.' T h i s decision was based o n
the following points: 29% of the Questionnaires were returned. ( T h a t means,
that of the 6,600 mailed, 4,700 were not
returned.) Of the ballots received, 54%
were i n favor of merger; 38% were
against merger; 7y0 were undecided. T h e
total of those against or undecided is
45% which is the most significant fact i n
the results of the tally because it shows
there is n o clear mandate to continue
merger discussions.
" T h e Board acted after 3 years of discussion, during which time a specific merger
plan was developed for consideration by
the Advisory Council, the Chapters, and
finally by the individual members
through a straw ballot. N o mandate for
continuing negotiations was expressed by
the membership and the Board has decided to discontinue further discussions."

A Special Board Meeting
At its Breakfast Business Meeting on
Tuesday, Jun 8, the Documentation Division adopted a resolution which was
presented to the Advisory Council on
Tuesday afternoon:
" B e it resolved that the Advisory Council
request the present S L A Executive Board
to reconsider i n a Special O p e n Board
Meeting its decision to terminate the
ASZS merger discussion and dissolution
of the Joint Merger Committee and further that the topic of the merger discussion be placed o n the J u n e 9, 1971 A n nual Meeting Agenda."
By a vote of 52-49 (with 3 abstentions)
the resolution was approved by the
Council.
President Oltman arranged for a Special Meeting of the Board for Wednesday, Jun 9, at 8:00 a.m. based on the
resolution of the Council asking the
Board to reconsider its action of Saturday, Jun 5. After calling the Board meeting to order, President Oltman ruled
that the wording of Council's resolution

Error in Library Journal Report

In the July 1971 issue of Library Journal a brief news item about the ASIS/
SLA merger discussions appeared on
page 2245. T h e article contained two inaccuracies which President Efren Gonzalez has called to the attention of the
Library Journal editors:
"Zn your news story about our decision
to end merger discussions with ASZS
(LJ July issue, p.2245), there are two
items which require corrections.
" ' O n l y 4,700 of 6,600 ballots were returned' is not true. Rather, 4,700 of
6,600 ballots were not returned-as
shown i n the Board statement supplied
to you at the Conference (copy attached).
T h i s error is particularly onerous since it
is followed i n your story by percentages
of favorable and unfavorable votes of
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was out of order in asking the Board to
"reconsider" its action. Reconsideration
of a vote may occur only on the day of
the initial action or on the day immediately following the action. Because three
days had elapsed, the Board could only
consider a motion to "rescind" its earlier
action. She also pointed out that because
the Council resolution had not asked for
rescission, a two-thirds majority is required for passage.
Some members of the Board changed
their position from Jun 5 so that the
vote by show of hands was 6 for rescission and 5 against rescission. Therefore,
the motion to rescind was lost.
At the Friday meeting of the 1971172
Board, President Gonzalez announced
that he will again appoint an SLA Special Representative to ASIS, as SLA has
done in the past, if ASIS thinks such a
liaison is appropriate and wishes to reciprocate by naming an ASIS Liaison
Representative to SLA. Board discussion
indicated agreement with the President's
position. He felt that such mutual crossrepresentations are natural vehicles for
exploring future joint cooperative activi ties.

ballots returned, thus giving the false impression that a m u c h greater number of
the entire membership had been in favor
of merger than is the actual fact.
"Second, you attribute to m e a conclusion of your own, about the reasons for
continued interest by S L A i n seeking out
areas of mutual interest and cooperation
with ASZS. O u r continued interest is not
based o n any consideration of operating
costs or size of membership. I t is based
o n the belief that our professional interests overlap or at least-converge at some
points with ASIS and can be furthered
through such activities as joint meetings
and projects at the Association level.
"I would appreciate inclusion of these
corrections in the next issue of LJ. Many
thanks.
EFRENGONZALEZ"
July 17, 1971

Actions by the Members
at the Annual Meeting

J u n 9, 197 1
Bylaws Amendments Approved-Bylaws
:tmenclments relating to Student Member
and Emeritus (Retired) Member require~nents* were approved as proposed by
tlle Bylaws Committee.
T h e proposed amendment regarding
Associate Memberst was revised by
;imentlments from the floor at the Annual Xleeting. T h e revised amendment
was then approved
This positive action at the Annual
hleeting now leads to a mail ballot of
2111 voting members of the Association.
Tile I)allots were mailed in mid-July;
tliey must be returned to SLA headquarters no later than Aug 16, 1971. A reprint of the proposal accompanies tlie
nlail 1)allots. Two-thirds of tlie returned
I~allots must be in the affirmative for
acloption of the amendments.
T h e effect of tlie change in the Student Xlember requirements would be to
extend the acceptable curricula beyond
accretlitetl library schools, to extend the
time limit to three years, to stipulate
that it is an entering class of members h i p antl to allow a Student Member to
affiliate with one Division without atlditional charge.
Tlie amendment to the Emeritus
hfelnber Bylaw will change the name of
t l h membership category to Retired
Member, eliminate the requirement of a
term o f membership in tlie Association
(such as 20 years), antl stipulates that tlie
person must have reached age 60 and has
1 etiretl.
Tlie change in the Associate category
cllanges the name to Associate Member
antl exterlds the category t o those who

* See Special Libraries 62(no.2): p.108-109
(Feb 1971) and Special Libraries 62(no.5):
p.161 (Mar 1971).
t See Special Libraries 62(no.4): p.204 (Apr
1971).

have a serious interest in the objectives
of the Association.
Dues & Fees-An
increase in dues for
Emeritus (Retired) Members from $5.00
to $10.00 was approved.
A proposal to increase Student Member: clues from $5.00 to $10.00 was the
subject of considerable debate. At $5.00
a year, Student Members are subsidized
by the Association for additional costs of
$6.00. T h e Washington, D.C. Chapter
was particularly opposed to the increase
antl passed out printed sheets urging the
defeat of the proposal. After the discussions were over, and after numerous
amendments were proposed and withdrawn, the proposed increase in Student
dues failed by a vote of 244-74.
When dues were increased from $20.00
to $30.00, effective January 1969, the fees
for extra Division and Chapter affiliations were not changed. These fees had
been previously set by membership vote
as 20% of the dues of a Member; when
the dues were $20.00, the fees were $4.00.
Accordingly, fees for extra affiliations
should have been increased to $6.00
(20% of $30.00) when the dues were increased to $30.00. Therefore, to meet the
20% requirement, the fees for extra
Chapter affiliation will increase to $6.00
in 1972.
A proposals to increase fees for extra
Division affiliations was approved by the
Members. First and second extra Divisions are $6.00 each. Third and more
extra Divisions are $9.00 each. A Division affiliation is not transferable during
tlie membership year.
T h e new dues and fees automatically
take effect for 1972 since they were apf See Special Libraries 62(no.2): p.110 (Feb
1971).
§See Special Libraries 62(no.2): p.110 (Feb
1971).

Advisory Council Actions
J u n 8, 1971
Membership Drive-A
report on the
continuing Membership Drive was presented by Mrs. Zoe Cosgrove, outgoing
chairman of the Membership Committee.
ASISISLA Merger Discussions - See
Merger Report on 1). 300 of this issue.
Annual Conferences-A
request from
Virginia Kaynes (Greater St. Louis (:hap
ter) had been received that tlie Council
consider a shorter Ainr1;11 Conference,
that is, a maximum o f tl~reet1;lys. A 1110tion in support of tliis concept was tle-

feared in the Council. T h e general feeling of Council members seemed to be
tliat companies can allow their employees to stay only three days, but that no
such restriction ought to be placed on
tlie Association's program. It was also felt
t l ~ a t(:onference content ought to be em~)liasi/cd,rather than the 11urnl)er of
days.
Structure of the Association-Aphrodite
,\l;uiioulitles presented a progress report
01' tlie Special Committee. T h e report
will aplwar in tlie September issue of
'1'11 is , l o l l 1m1.

Actions by the Board of Directors
J u n 5 / J u n 6 / J u n 7 / J u n 9 / J u n l l , 1971
Future Conferences-The
Board approved the appointment of Robert Fidoten as Conference Chairman, and Mrs.
Virginia Sternberg as Conference Program Chairman for the 1973 Annual
Conference in Pittsburgh.
T h e Board approved the appointment
of John Hatton as Conference Chairman
and Jean Hurness as Conference Program
Chairman for the 1974 Annual Conference in Toronto.
T h e Board approved San Diego as the
location of the 1974 Midwinter Meeting.
Because of scheduling problems for
the Annual Conference year after year,
the Board charged the Conference Advisory Committee to devise a skeleton
schedule of required events in a set pattern. It was noted that certain administrative meetings must take place in a
predetermined sequence.
As a result of a recommendation of the
Conference Advisory Committee, the
Board referred to ConC the question of
a change in the composition of the Conference Advisory Committee.

Student Relations Officer-Previous discussion about the organization of student
groups resulted in Dr. Lucille Whalen's
appointment as Student Relations Officer
this spring. She presented a set of steps
to be taken to implement the establishment of such groups. Her proposal stipulates that the SRO will obtain names of
faculty members from each librarv school
who will work toward initiating a student group in their respective institutions. T h e names will be sent to the local
Chapter, which will in turn appoint a
member to work with the faculty member. T h e students join SLA as Student
Members, request $roup status within
the Chapter, and when formally established, elect one member to represent
them on the Chapter Advisory Council.
Student groups must hold at least two
meetings per academic year, and are encouraged to participate in Chapter activities. T h e Board approved her proposal.
I n addition, $25 will be allotted for each
new student group when it is established.

Placement Policy Committee-As
a result of recommendations from the Placement Policy Committee and the Acting
Editor of Special Libraries, the Board
increased the minimum salary offered in
"Positions Open" ads from $8,000 to
$9,000 per year. Miss Tees noted that
salary ranges in Canada are generally
lower than those in the U.S. Therefore,
the Board referred the question of the
minimum salary for ads for Canadian
positions back to the Committee.
In accordance with SLA's longstanding policy of nondiscrimination, the
Board approved the following statement
to be included in the "Placement" section of Special Libmries: "Special Libraries Association reserves the right to reject
any advertisements which in any way refer to race, creed, color, age, or sex as
conditions for employment."

CLO-Joseph M. Dagnese reported on a
study of Chapter boundaries that he had
made. His conclusion-that
the subject
needed more extensive study-was
approved by the Board. He will prepare a
report for Jun 1972. He will also study
the possibility of affiliation of other
groups (particularly outside North America) with SLA and/or its Chapters.
As a result of discussion at the 1971
Midwinter Meeting, the Board approved
a recommendation of the CLO that the
Chapter fiscal year be changed. Consequently, the fiscal year for Chapters is
now May 1-Apr 30, and the Chapter financial report is due in the hands of the
CLO by May 31.
By recommendation of the CLO tlle
Chapter Relations Committee was abolished. T h e Chapter Liaison Officer will
assume the functions of the Committee.

J u ~ u / A u c u s1971
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the Board in Jan 1971, contingent on
approval of final guitlelines to be presented to the Board in San Francisco.
T h e Board approved the guidelines, thus
establishing the award for a probationary
period of two years. T h e first award is to
I)e presented during the 1972 Annual
Conference. T h e guidelines will be published in the September Special Librt~ries.

SLA Scholarship-The
sunset cruise of
San Francisco Bay during the Annual
Conference for the SLA Scholarship
Fund netted a profit for the Fund of approximately $3,500.
Three scllolarships in the amount of
$2,500 each will be awarded for the academic year 1972/73.
T h e closing cl;ite for scliolarship applications was changed from Feb 1 to
Jan 15.
T h e Committee llatl I~eendirected to
study SLA's method of awarding schol:~rsliips. Scholarsl~ip applications from
strrdents in countries outside the U S .
antl Canada ]lad been very difficult to
eva1u;ite. Therefore, such foreign applicatiorls will not be accepted for academic
years 1972/73 antl 197817-1, pending a
st~rtlyby the Scholarship Committee.

Governmental Relations Project-The
Washington, D.C. Chapter proposed that
the Chapter establish a Governmental
Relations Project and appoint a coordinator, for a two-year term, to act as a
focal point for information concerning
clevelopments in the Washington area of
interest to SLA. T h e Board approved
the recommendation; Mrs. Mary Huffer
has been appointed coordinator.

Education Committee-Elinor
M. Alexantler, the Committee chairman, reported that 178 paid registrants participated in the four Continuing Education
Sernin;i~.sheld on Tli~rrsday,Jun 3, 1971.
A questionnaire was distri1);rted to the
p;i~-ticipan' to evaluate tlle effectiveness
of tlle seminars; the tally has not yet
been completed.

H. W. Wilson Company Chapter Award
Committee-The
Committee, after repeated attempts to inject enthusiasm into
the competition, recommended dissolution of the Committee on the basis of
aj~atliy.T h e avexge number of Chapters that have participated each year Iiah
1)een 3.1. T h e Board approved dissolw
tion of the Committee.

Membership-At
the Mitlwinter Meeting in San Antonio, the CLO was directed to study tlie requirements for the
Meml~ership Gavel Award in ortlcr to
eliminate bias toward either large or
small Chapters and any weighting by
rneml)ersl~ipcategory. T h e CLO recommended a method for determining memljership growtll, I ~ u after
t
discussion inclicated tlwt there seemed to be no really
ecluitable solution, the Board discontinued the R~Iembersliip Gavel Award.
T h e ;CIeml~ership Committee was directed to find some suitable recognition
for Chapter membership activity.
T o define the RIembership Drive that
has been underway, the Board decided
to calculate any meml~ersliipcampaign
award on the I~asisof tlie 1971 calendar
year. T h e Membership Committee is to
;irrange recognition of the 1971 campaign at the 1952 Annual Conference.
Ferguson C:ommunications Award-The
.-\ssoci;ition-xtlicle:~wartlwas approved by

Planning Committee-Alleen
Thompson, chairman of the Planning Committee, ~xcsentetla number of far-ranging
recommendations. T h e Board approved
the Committee's recommendation that
the Research Committee define the areas
in which the Association should be working and possibly approach faculty members about sponsoring research by tloctoral candidates in such areas. T h e Membership Committee was directed to give
Divisions concrete help in determining
ways to increase their membership, thus
increasing Association membership
through the subject-oriented Divisions.
T h e Education Cosnmittee was directed
to give greater priority to investigating
means of cooperation wit11 library
schools in regard to developing course
content. T h e Planning Committee intends to investigate means by which SLA
can offer some kind ol accreditation of library schools in the field of sljccial librarianship.

DIURNAL DIALECTIC
in a

Diary Built by Two

$LA in SF
June 5 - 10, 1911

Mrs. Angela G. Irby

Joseph M. Dagnese

-

The Glories of Registration!

SATURDAY
June 5
Arrival in San Francisco in the early
afternoon after a beautiful, placid airplane ride-my first across the country.
I don't think I shall ever lose the pleasure of watching our world from the air,
so I keep my nose glued to the window
for most of the trip. About halfway
across country the manmade landscape
suddenly seems to disappear, but not
before giving one last flicker in the form
of huge geometric agricultural patterns.
Then the Rockies, the Great Salt Lake
and Salt Desert, the Sierra Nevada and,
finally, T h e Bay. Splendid landing and

gorgeous weather auspicate a good week.
I check in at the hotel and walk over to
the Hilton for registration. I hear there
are over 1,200 pre-registrants (final count
1,650), which in these times of economic
cut-backs, shut-downs and cutthroats
seems remarkably good. I t is hard to say
whether it was the program or the city
that acted as a magnet. 1 meet an old
friend outside the Board meeting-they
are still in Executive Session so we decide
to go out for a walk. T h e city is full of
clean, clear air and friendly people. One
can breathe relaxation here, but without the tropical lassitude with which I
am more familiar. Strangers talk to you
easily and really seem to care about the
fate of their fellow pedestrians when
answering or asking a question. Within
a few blocks we stumble upon a film

No Smoking?

crew doing a telephone booth scene, a
street corner trio playing chamber music, a pantomime, and a drum combo,
each one surrounded by a crowd of onlookers that does not jostle one another
for the best spot. Later we jump on a
jam-packed cable car and enjoy a marvelous ride to Fisherman's Wharf for dinner with some old and new friends.
After a walk through T h e Cannery (an
old building restored to colorful shops)
and Ghirardelli Square (a former chocolate factory transformed into a delightful
complex of stores, galleries and restaurants), we finish the night with Irish
coffee, thus managing to accomplish a
fair number of sightseeing musts on the
day of arrival. Just as well, for a glance
at the program tells me that I am going
to have little time to spare. W

SUNDAY

I rose early to head straight for the
Board meeting, only to find a sign saying "Executive Session." I join some
old-timers at a nearby table who mumble
something about the abuse, or misuse of
~ x e c u t i v eSession. There is no doubt
that the democratic process is slow and
inefficient, and the temptation must be
great to get things a c c ~ ~ ~ l i s hbehind
ed
closed doors, without interference from
the floor. When the doors finally open
we come in to hear tlle ~roctors.reDort
on the various Committees. I am looking
forward to hearing Burt Lamkin report
on AFIPS, for I expect to hear him tell
of our Chapter's gl&ious performance at
the 1971 Spring Joint Computer Conference in Atlantic City. But I am disappointed-Burt
has been delayed and
there is no report on AFIPS. There is
an interesting discussion involving the
Scholarship Committee. T h e closing date

for applications is changed from February 1 to January 15. One piece of good
news is the appointment of Janet Shapiro, now Bailey, as editor of Special
Libraries. A low point is reached by the
discussion of whether a certain committee should be redefined bearing in mind
the possibility of a resignation in mid
flight or the equally likely possibility of
having a careless President. Since the issues remaining on the agenda don't seem
terribly vital I succumb to tlle temptation to go over to Chinatown for the Sunday brunch special called Dim Sun.
Back on time for the CLO meeting of
Chapter officers and bulletin editors. Joe
Dagnese begins by making it very clear
that this meeting is for incoming officer5
and makes a pointed crack about grandfathers and grandmothers in the audience, but I don't budge. This is an extremely important session at Annual
Conferences; full of do's and don'ts for
Chapters and providing a unique chance
for cross pollination on the subject of
"How to run your Chapter good." Joe
handles the session with an air of informality that barely masks his efficiency

cinnamon*

allspice

"It has an agreeable, aromatic odor and
a pungently sweet taste. The young shoots
of the Cinnamon trees are cut and the
bark is peeled twice a year." The aroma of
Board of Directors' meetings. The semiannual gastronomical orgy of cutting
young shoots and peeling the bark is nothing compared to the semantic orgy of
shooting and barking to which the Board
subjects itself three times a year. "It is
especially delicious with apples i n any

"is always present i n Mixed Pickling Spice;
is the favorite for seasoning pot roast; is
indispensable in making mincemeat." The
prime ingredient in Conference-wide receptions, Division open houses, and youknow-what Press' annual wing-ding. An
overdose of it can ruin an otherwise perfectly balanced week.

June 6

"and he told me

. . ."

The exhibits are fascinating!

Is John Hatton planning for Toronto 1974?

Weariness

. . . Wanderlust

Native costume

Peek-a- boo
Isn't that amazing?

The Apotheosis of a
Conference Chairman

Quiet, pulleze

basil
"flavor is sweet and warm with a pungent
undertone." Associated with crowded General Sessions, ranging from the folksy keynote address with one line throw-away
jokes to the rather strident voice in a
darkened room announcing that we were
about to see 250 slides. Very soon the
sweetness evaporates and the warmth and
pungency take over. "It is used in the
manufacture of Chartreuse and other
liqueurs." A good idea.
1st General Session

Dr. Raymond S. Ross

Some International Visitors-Robert C. Buckie
(Hamilton, Ontario, Canada), Joh. Van
Halm (Arnersfoort, The Netherlands), H. H.
Goorn (Wolverharnpton, England)

and thoroughness. He reports that the
Board, at his suggestion, has abolished
the Chapter Relations Committee; there
will now be only a Chapter Liaison Officer, just as there has been a Division
~ i a i s o n Officer (no committee) for a
number of years. It seems like a wise
streamlining action. The Board has also
given official sanction to the definition
of the Chapters' Fiscal Year extending
from May 1 to April 30, as distinguished
from the Association's Fiscal Year, which
is now on a calendar year basis.
Joe mentions the tentative results of
his study of the geographic boundaries
of Chapters, and points at some conflict
areas. Among them, not surprisingly,
ours. I grant it would be very neat to
have precise boundary demarcations
among Chapters, but as long as we allow people to join the Chapter of their
choice-and
I see no reason not tothere are going to be "conflict areas"
wherever Chapters are geographically
close to each other. The study would be
more useful if it included a parallel, if
more difficult, survey of the geographic
location of special libraries. By preparing two maps and overlaying them one
could hopefully pinpoint areas of library
concentration where potential new Chapters could be formed that would attract new members previously unserved
by any existing Chapter.
We also receive a warning about a
newly reaffirmed "Extra Association Relations Policy" (reaffirmed Jan 1971;
printed in Apr 1971 Special Libraries)
as well as a policy spelling out that no

unit of the Association shall incorporate
separately or assume responsibility for
liabilities larger than its own budgeted
funds. T h e question seems to have
arisen as a result of the Boston Chapter's
purchase of an IBM composer £0; the
printing of their bulletin. Joe reminds
us of the availability of legal advice
from the Association's attorneys, advice
that should be taken before, ra-ther than
after, getting into trouble.
T h e First General Session follows. Dr.
Raymond S. Ross (Wayne State University) presents an absorbing program on
human perception and communication.
He shows how in a simple human interaction process, the encounter of two
people, there are actually six persons
involved. I am not sure that Dr. Ross's
SLA was the same as this SLAer's Dr.
Ross's SLA, yet I would dare say he was
a bit patronizing towards librarians, special or otherwise. But it was an enjoyable
program. I seem to recall a session of
similar nature at the 1970 Conference. I
suppose, however, that this sort of thing,
in addition to being generally fun, cannot be emphasized enough. Especially
since I am told there are still high-school
aptitude tests where if you are "thingoriented" as opposed t o "people-oriented," it is recommended that you become a librarian!
T h e reception at the exhibit area
seems a bit of a crush, for the space is
somewhat cozier than at ~ e t r o i ; . So I
quickly swallow my complimentary
drinks and sneak out, leaving the exhibits for some other time.

.

MONDAY
June 7
T h e Second General Session deals with
cost-benefit analysis as applied to libraries. T h e subject matter is indeed
meaty and timely, and the speakers know
what they are talking about. One could
wish for a better technique of presentation by the speakers especially since I am
told that this is a repeat, for it was
given at the Nov 1970 ASIS Conference.
And further, that the material was 'wublished in book form two years ago.
Off to the Social Sciences Division
lunch and business meeting-a
repetition of last year's hassle over whether
the existing Sections adequately represent and/or encompass the interests of
the Division membership. Once more we
adjourn without reaching a clear understanding of whether we can, or want, to
either abolish or create any sections. Our
afternoon program centers around
RIACT, a computer system for the Retrieval of Information About Census
Tapes. T h e presentation and ensuing
discussion confirm my suspicion that
computers are largely. fascinating toys,
but very expensive ones.
I glance at the program for the rest
of the afternoon and decide to take in
Session C, "Education and Training."
T h e most exciting paper is presented by
Edwin E. Olson, of the University of
Maryland. He describes a cooperative
agreement between the School of Library
and Information Services and the Na-

2nd General Session:
Lorraine Pratt, Moderator
Robert Shishko

Jeffrey A. Raffel
The Afternoon Overflow

Signs of a busy Conference Committee

tional Library of Agriculture where
practicing librarians, students and faculty learn from each other by tackling
selected problems together and applying
nev analytical concepts and methods to
their solution.
On my way to the exhibits I stop at
the lobby for a few minutes of conversation. While digging an elusive piece of
information from my briefcase I put my
handbag on the floor and forget to pick
it up as I run to catch the elevator..
When I return a few minutes later, it
is gone! While talking to the manager
and waiting for the hotel security man
a very perturbed gentleman arrives with
my bag. He turns out to be a New
Yorker who insists on remaining anonymous. He had gone through the contents of the bag and was therefore fully
and nervously aware of having held my
life in his hands: from plane ticket to
lipstick, wallet, traveller's checks, room
key, etc. and everything was there. The
full impact of this horrible loss and recovery hits me only when I reach the
suite of a vendor where I collapse in
hysterical sobs. Friends take me out to
dinner, but my state of mind keeps me
from fully enjoying the Elizabethan
magnificence of Ben Jonson at The Cannery.

.

JULY/AUGUST
1971

TUESDAY
June 8
I manage to get to the breakfast of
the Planning, Building & Housing Section of the Social Science Division at
7:00 a.m. It hardly seems civilized. But
some 20 others have showed up, thereby
attesting to the fact that the Section is
very much alive. We decide to continue
to exist, temporarily run by an ad-hoc
committee that will in turn nominate
candidates for office. A profitable discussion of the "701" planning reports
and other such nitty gritty follows.
After breakfast I visit the Press Room
and the Employment Clearinghouse.
Neither of them is very busy, but they
both have the air of efficient, smooth
operations. I pick up a paper in the
one, some interesting pointers in the
other.

T h e Advisory Council meets in the
afternoon. Signing in on computer printouts, introduced for the first time at
San Antonio's Midwinter, is a great improvement over the old tedious roll call.
T h e newly appointed Chairman of the
Advisory Council is introduced. He is
Forrest H. Alter, former president of
the Michigan Chapter, who was elected
by the Board, due to the resignation of
Jeanne North earlier this year. A proposal that Annual Conferences be limited
to a maximum of three days is defeated without much argument. Zoe Cosgrove presents a progress report on membership and exhorts us to vote for the
proposed amendments to the Bylaws. I n
the ensuing discussion Duane Helgeson
suggests we should call a spade a spade
and drop requirements (a) and (b) from
the section on Associate membership,
since the addition of (c): "Has a serious
interest in the objectives of the Associa-

Ray Brian, Moderator
Andrew H. Horn

tion" essentially voids all other membership requirements.
T h e report that the Board has decided,
in Executive Session, to dissolve the
Merger Committee causes indignation. It
is not so much the substance, but the
manner of the decision most people seem
to disapprove of. I n the straw vote devised to find out the opinion of the silent
majority only 29% of the questionnaires
were returned: of these 54y0 were promerger and a total of 45% were against
or undecided. T h e question asked again
and again was how could the Board decide that the results were negative?
Pressure mounted to have the Board
reconsider its action in an open meeting.
T h e motion carries (52 for, 49 against,
3 abstentions). T h e ubiquitous Conference Chairman made superfast arrangements and an open session is set for
8:00 a.m. the following morning.

.

cayenne pepper

"Hurry up, boys-the Advisory Council is due
any minute!"

"The most pungent of all spices. It can
vary in color from orange-red to bright
deep red. It must be used with restraint,
but the right amount will add flavor interest." The very basis of the Advisory Council meetings. The heat generated sometimes shows the lack of restraint indicated. When used in tandem with bay
leaves in the merger soup produces an
unexpected burning sensation. Can be
nearly lethal when combined with a previous evening of Allspice.

Helgeson

Mamoulides

Klinefelter

"Now here's what you do

Alter

. . ."

The "Heff'/ Award from Blair to Alter

Grosch

Cosgrove

mint
"The flavor is strong and sweet with a
tangy taste and cool after-taste." Perfect
for a cruise of the bay. Tangy it was and
really cool. What was needed-and readily
obtainable-was some of that famous Allspice and, for good measure, some Mixed
Pickling Spice. Well, anything for a worthwhile cause.

HQ's Ann Firelli reports that 58 SLA mernbers registered with the Employment Clearinghouse for the 80 positions listed.

WEDNESDAY
June 9

5th General Session-The On-Line Society
Caryl McAllister

Hillis L. Griffin

Joseph Becker

T h e Continental Ballrooms fill u p a
few minutes before 8:OO. Keith Blair,
representing the Advisory Council, introduces a motion to rescind the Board's
action regarding the Merger Committee.
For reasons of parliamentary law it seems
the Board may not "reconsider" but
only "rescind," and in order to do so
there must be a 2/3 majority. T h e discussion expands on the reasons given at the
Advisory Council meeting for membership disapproval. When the vote comes,
it is 6 For, 5 Against, but because of
the 2/3 requirement the motion fails.
There is a momentary feeling that we've
been had with some swift parliamentary
footwork, but Efren's statement that he
will have the question placed on the
agenda of the new Board for its consideration at its first meeting assuages all
ill-feeling. A motion is placed on the
floor to commend the Board for the
promptness and sensitivity with which
it responded to pressure from the membership; it carries unanimously.
T h e Annual Meeting follows and we
hear the customary reports before acting
on the proposed Bylaws amendments.
After lunch break they all pass without
excessive discussion, including the one
that opens the membership to any interested parties. T h e Student dues change
fails, but the other dues and fees changes.
are approved.
T h e banquet is a resounding success.
I t is remarkable how much the characteristics of the physical environment can
affect behavior. A leisurely walk from
drinks to dinner, ample seating space
with a good view of the head table from
every seat, are some of the small big
things that can put a crowd in the proper
spirit for a banquet. T h e food was good
and the proceedings had the right mixture of pomp and lightness. Special compliments are due for the magnificent
orchestration of the waiters-marvellously silent when needed, joyously clattering when allowed. T h e Irish coffee,
courtesy of the San Francisco Bay Region
Chapter, was the perfect touch for a
great finale.

Oklahoma's Ed Miller presents Bylaws recommendations

bay leaves
"The flavor is distinctively pungent. They
impart an excellent flavor to stews, soups
and sauces. They are indispensable in
pickling and in the manufacture of vinegars." Obviously, the chief flavor in that
odd concoction known as the Annual
Meeting. For "stews and soups" read Bylaws amendments and dues increases. For
"pickling" and "vinegars" read "merger."
"Wreaths of Bay Leaves were used by the
Greeks and Romans to crown their heroes." A nice touch. We should revive the
tradition.

The gavel changes hands

"Well, here we are at another Annual
Meeting!"

Banquet SLA/SF Style
June 9,1971 A.D.

lathbun
Hanna

ohnston
Leonard

Henkle

T h e San Francisco Hilton Continental
Ballroom, only a few hours earlier the
scene of numerous and vociferous Yea's
and Nay's, was transformed unrecognizably into an elegant dining room for
the SLA annual banquet. Any bitter
taste remaining from the morning's freefor-all was quickly dispelled by the general aura of festivity presided over by
the soothing presence of President Oltman. After the Reverend William J.
Monihan invoked the blessing, our special librarians proceeded to satisfy their
less professional appetitive instincts by
feasting on the Hilton's tasty prime ribs
of beef and assorted delicacies.
Head table introductions were painlessly snuck in between courses. A sigh of
relief pervaded the room at the welcome
announcement of the forthcoming entertainment-entertainment
which would
consist entirely and solely of Joseph
Dagnese's amusing antics as Master of
Ceremonies.
Awards, as usual, were plentiful, and
this year the award god even exceeded
himself. There were three exhibit area
awards-a
sweepstakes for Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday. Virginia
Raynes, Helen F. Silverman and Mrs.
Loyd Rathbun each traveled home with
a 50-piece "Mexicali Rose" stainless flatware-service for eight. T h e proverbial
early bird was in tow with two new
awards. Kenneth Alan Collins-a
student at the University of California at
Berkeley, a first Conference attendee,
and a Student Member of the San Francisco Bay Region Chapter-won an SLA
lapel pin as the "first pre-registrant
other than Mark Baer." An autographed
copy of The Efiective Echo (SLA's publication by Valerie Noble) was awarded
to Turner Subscription Agency as the
first exhibitor to rent their exhibit
booths. T h e three $2,500 SLA scholarships were then announced. Congratulations are due Silva Barsumyan, Anita
Grace Bayles and Frank GagnC. T h e
H. W. Wilson Company Chapter Award
was received for the Oklahoma Chapter
by the Chapter's president, Mrs. Alfreda
Hanna. T h e Chapter's display was picked
from an underwhelming field of five en-

tries. (Future Chapter officers need no
longer endure guilt pangs at not entering
the competition because the Board dissolved this award Committee at its own
request.) T h e membership gavel award,
another tradition to hit the dust in
June, was presented to the South Atlantic Chapter. Accepted by Linda Johnston, the gavel will now remain in the
permanent possession of the South Atlanta Chapter because it is the only
Chapter to have won the gavel three
times since 1957. (Princeton-Trenton was
in second place; Minneapolis was third.)
Next year an award is planned for the
Chapter most successful in the continuing Membership Drive.
T h e SLA Hall of Fame, one of the
highest awards of the Association, honored Herman H. Henkle and Ruth S.
Leonard for their long and tireless efforts
in behalf of the Association. Scrolls and
medallions were presented to the honorees by President Oltn~an.
T h e emptying of the magic bag of
awards signaled the moment for SLA's
traditional presidential changing of the
guard. President Oltman nearly felled
incoming President Gonzalez with the
chain of office. He recovered gracefully,

in time for Past President Gibson to present Miss Oltman with a memento of
her SLA pi-esidency. At this point Mr.
Gibson deviated from the "Officiale Programme" to bestow on SLA's own Jelly
Bean Lady ten pounds of beautiful multicolored jelly beans. Not to be outdone,
Miss Oltman had her own surprise and
distributed miniature packets of jelly
beans to her cohorts at the head table.
After the fun had subsided, and after
appetites had been sated, the assemblage
departed in a crush of congratulations
and "how have you been's" to imbibe
the San Francisco Bay Region Chapter's
Irish coffee and non-Irish brandy. Another annual banquet had survived the
enervating forces of conferencitis, hotel
fooditis and entertainmentitis as everyone promised to renew acquaintances
again in 1972. (Rumor has it that preliminary plans for 1972 include a menu
of Boston baked beans and scrod prepared from old colonial recipes by the
members of the Boston Chapter, to be
served in the flowering Public Garden,
during an entertaining, authentic reenactment of the Boston Tea Party SLAstyle.) B

THURSDAY
June 10
When filling out my pre-registration
form I hesitated between a Continuing
Education Seminar or a Division activity.
Remembering that a fellow librarian
once had assured me that the best exchanges of information occur at the bar,
among people incapable of holding their
liquor, and noticing that the Social Sciences Division had planned a winery
tour, I decided that offered the best return for my money. I have not heard
about the seminars, but the tour was indeed great. We started out in a driz~ly
fog in which the Golden Gate Bridge
looked no less beautiful than in full sunlight. As the day advanced and we penetrated further into the Napa Valley the
fog gradually cleared away. Being Spanish by birth, Mexican by upbringing
and a U.S. citizen by choice I feel a
curious affinity with California. Details
of local lore and the etymology of its
place names fascinate me. We visit a
mission, a winery and the Silveratlo R,luseum, dedicated to the works of Robert
Louis Stevenson. T h e trip back takes us
all the way around San Pablo Bay.
Looking back on these strenuous but
pleasurable days 1 can say with confidence that many exchanges of information took place at various levels. I am
not sure that the best of them occurred
a t the bar, but some did, and I look forward to meeting old friends again in
lloston. W

Arthur Plotnik
Associate Editor

Wilson L i b r a r y
Bulletin

Alien Correspondents of
SLA History

Shirley H a \tens
Associate E ditor
L i b r a r y Jou r n a l

sage
"The odor is strong, fragrant and aromatic.
The taste is aromatic, warm, somewhat
astringent and a little bitter." This year's
blend of continuing education seminars.
Aromatic: "Reference Update"; warm: "Library Publications, In-House and Out";
somewhat astringent: "People and Jobs";
a little bitter: "Participation and Persuasion Techniques." "The most popular
American herb." Indeed, and the most
popular preoccupation of now librarians.

bouquet garni

paprika

"Bunches of herbs and sometimes spices
tied together or sewn in a small cheesecloth sack. Like a tea bag, the sack and
spices are discarded after cooking." The
tours are a natural for this combination: a
day of tramping through libraries, lunch,
speeches, and more tramping. But it is not
given the sack; i t is used over and over
again. The bouquet is gone.

"The dried pods are tough, hence as many
as six or eight grindings are necessary to
reduce them to proper fineness." The only
ingredient in the Hilton's lunches. Remember those finely-sauced La Reine Elizabeth lunches? Each one a masterpiece.
"This spice has a slight bite." $6.00 for a
salad plate is a lot more than a slight bite.
(How much is scrod in Boston?)
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SPECIALLIBRARIES

SLA Board of Directors 1971I72
Seated (left to right): Treasurer Janet M. Rigney, Past President Florine Oltman, President
Efrer~ W. Gonzalez, President-Elect Edward G. Strable, Edythe Moore (Secretary of the
Board). Standing: Advisory Council Chairman-Elect Mrs. Zoe L. Cosgrove, John P. Binnington, Mark Baer, Loyd R. Rathbun, Advisory Council Chairman Forrest H. Alter, Miriam Tees,
and Molete Morelock.

Presidents come

Presidents go

And Mrs. Gonzalez prepares to sacrifice her husband to a year of "The SLA Cause."

SLA Scholarships 1971/72
Three $2,500 scholarships were awarded by Special Libraries Association for the
1971/72 academic year. The scholarships are for graduate study in librarianship
leading t o a degree from a recognized program in library or information science.
The announcement was made by Miriam Tees on Jun 9, 1971 at the Annual Banquet
during SLA's 62nd Conference at the San Francisco Hilton, San Francisco, California.

SILVA BARSUMYAN (Hamden, Connecticut) received her B.A. degree in psychology in May from Albertus Magnus
College, New Haven, Connecticut. She is
currently working at the Hamden, Connecticut Community Branch Library and a t
the Kline Science Library a t Yale University. Miss Barsumyan has been accepted
for the library science course of studies
at the Horace H. Rachham School of Graduate Studies, University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor. Her strongest interests are in the
sciences.

Bayles

FRANK GAGNE(Toronto, Ontario) received his B.S. degree in chemistry in 1969
from Loyola College, Montreal. He has
worked as a metallurgist a t the Quemont
Mines Ltd. and also a t the University of
Waterloo Arts Library. M r . Gagne is now
enrolled in his first year of the two-year
M.L.S. program at the University of Toronto. Committed t o the value of "special
services for special clientele," he intends t o work in a small industrial or research library.

ANITA GRACE BAYLES (Mobile, Alabama) received her B.S. degree in chemistry and bacteriology in 1946 from the
~ n j v e r s i of
t ~ ~ l a b a m a She
.
was a research associate and supervisor of nontechnical employees at Parke, Davis &
Company in Ann Arbor, Michigan, where
she was employed for 22 years. In 1969
she became a research associate at the
University of Georgia until she returned t o
college in April 1970 t o attend the University of South Alabama. Miss Bayles
has been accepted at the School of Library Science, Florida State University,
Tallahassee, Florida, and is planning t o
work in a science or history briented library.

Gagne

SLA Scholarship Fund Donations
June 1970-June 1971

H.W. Wilson Foundation
Anonymous (Ann Arbor
Trust Company)
Southern California Chapter
Sci-Tech Division
Ir~surar~ce
Division (in Memory of
Virginia Bersagel
New Jersey Chapter
Atlas Chemical Industries, Inc.
Institute of Scientific Information
'l'ime Inc.
F. John Neverman
Stmrtlard Oil Co. of California
E. I. tlu l'o~rt de Nemours & Co.
Co~~trecticut
Vdley Chapter (in
hlemory of Whitney hlorgan)
hlrs. Anne AIarie Breiger
.I'hc Cortlon (in hlemory o l
Catherine A. Simms)
llrs. Eli7abeth J. Gibson
Gordon K;rntlall
Kest;ulrant Guide (hlelvin Kavin)
I'ctroleunl l>ivisiori (in Memory of
llary Mclen I'yle)

$
Miss Frances Rugen
Mrs. Mildred H. Brode
hlichigan Chapter (in Memory of
Kae E. Kips)
Hester C. Meigs
Virginia Chapter
Alabama Chapter
Mrs. Martha Kirby
hlrs. Betty Nevin
Mrs. Carolyn S. Kirby
Dorothy A. Lourdou
hlichigan Chapter (in Memory of
Ray Detwiler)
Washington, D.C. Chapter (in the name
and honor of Catherine I. Bahn)
Jean Flegal (in Memory of
Virginia Bersagel)
Washington, D.C. Chapter (in the name
;tnd honor of T h e Social
S c i e ~ ~ c Group)
es

$11,148
Total of Smaller Contributors
(Not Listed) to Date
TOTAL

990
$12,138

SCI-TECH DIVISION TRAVEL STIPEND
The Sci-Tech Division announces the
availability of four stipends of $250.00
each for Sci-Tech Division members who
require financial assistance to attend the
1972 SLA Annual Conference in Boston.
The conditions of eligibility for the stipend
are as follows: (a) Applicant must currently be a Sci-Tech Division member;
(b) Applicant must have been a Sci-Tech
Division member for at least three years;
(c) Applicant has never attended an an-

nual SLA conference; (d) Applicant lives
over 500 miles from Boston, Massachusetts; (e) Applicant must submit a letter
from his employer stating that the employer agrees that the applicant can attend the 1972 Boston Conference.
Eligible Sci-Tech Division members
should supply the above information to:
Robert E. Fidoten, Chairman, Sci-Tech
Division, 118 Greyfriar Drive, Pittsburgh,
Pa. 15215.

Royalty Payments on SLA Publications
T h e annual royalty payments have again been paid by Special Libraries Association for KonSerial l'ublications sold in the fiscal year Oct 1, 1969-Dee 31, 1970. Checks were mailed from
the New York oflices to each p~~I>lication's
sponsor (Chapter o r Division treasurer) o r to individual authors in early April.

Aviation Subject Heading? antl Classification Guide.
i'irginia \Ir. Earnshaw and Agnes A. Gautreaux, comps.
1966

Transportation
Division

1)irector) of Bus~ness& Financial Services. 6th ed. Mary
A. McNierne), ed. 1963

Business ant1 Finance
Division

Directory of Transportation Libraries antl
tion Centers. Ernest I,. Horne, ed. 1969

Transportation
I)i\ ision

Informa-

( k r m a n Chemical Abbreviations. Gahriele E. M. \'\'ohlauer ant1 H. 1). Gholston, comps. 1966

(:hcrnistrv Ihvision

Guitle to Metallurgical Information. 2d ed. Eleanor B.
Gibson antl Elizabeth I\'. T a p i a , etls. 1965

\Ietals ' Materials
Division

(;uitle t o Scientilic and Technical Journals in Translation. Call E. FIirnmeIsh;~ch a ~ ~<;race
tl
E. Boyd, comps.
1968

(hl-I

I r ~ t e r n a ~ i o n ;Dil-ectory
~l
of k c l , Issue Vendors: Periotlital\. Se\tspapers and Ihcumcnts. 2d enl. ed. F. John
.
\ e \ e t I I I ~ I I ,c o n ~ p 1968

F. John h'c~vcrtnan

T h e I.ibra11: ,411 Introduction for Library Assistants.
\ViIliam (1. l'etru, ed. 19Gi

Smn 1 1;uncisco Bay
Region Chapter

E. I ~ i ~ n m e l s b n and
cl~
111s. <;race E. Boyd

National Insurance Organirations in thc llnited States
and Canada. Ruby C. Breitner, etl. 1957
Picture Soul-ces. 2d etl. Celestine <;.
IWl

Frankenberg, etl.

Selcctctl Materials in Classification:
11;wt)ara Iknison, comp. 1968

.4 Bibliography.

Sources of C.ommodity Prices. I'aul \Vasse~rnan, comp.
I960

Ilusiness and Finance
l~ivision

S o u ~ c so f Insurance Statistics. Elizabeth Fergnson, ed.
I!)lii

l n s u ~ a i c eDivision

Sptxcial Lib~arics:.I Guide fo1- Managernent. Edward G.
StrJl>le. ctl. I!lG6

Illinois Chapter

Special 1.ibrarics: How to Plan ant1 Equip T h e m . Chester M . Ixwis, etl. 1963

S e w York Chapter

Subject 1-lc;itlings in Advertising, Marketing and Communications Media. Elin R . Christianson a11t1 Etlwartl
C:. St rablc, comps. 1964

.Atlve~-tisingand Marketing
1)ivision

U. S. Sources of Pctroleutn and Natural Gas Statistics.
Margaret hl. Rocq, comp. 1961

$

40.25

vistas
LTP Reports to SLA
T h e use of SE-LIN with a computer-compatible typewriter for the production of call
number labels has been successfully demonstrated o n a Honeywell TermiNet 300 with
a print-out rate of 10, 15, o r 30 characters
per second. Quantities of labels can be made
i n accordance with instructions ~ r e v i o u s l v
stored in the computer.
T h e TermiNet 300 is similar t o a teletype
machine, and may be used to communicate
with a computer o r to print out information
from a computer, as was done in the demonstration. For this, General Electric furnished
a platen which was modified by Automata,
licensee for SE-LIN.
Reports o n several test programs have recently been published o r are planned for
publication this year. Following is a roundup:
United States Testing Company, Inc. reports that testing of cassette recorders for
libraries is nearing completion. These reports should be ready for publication i n the
July issue of Library Technology Reports.
A $5,362.00 program for testing card catalog plastic trays with plastic fronts will be
carried out this year by United States Testing Company. T h i s is the first furniture testing program the company has undertaken
for L T P . T h e work is being supported by
Library Technology Reports, and it is anticipated it will be completed before the end
of the year.
Testing of wood library chairs continues.
T h e third batch of chairs has been placed
in the temperature-humidity chamber for
artificial aging at alternating levels of humidity. T h i s initial test, which requires 21
days for completion, is a n excellent means
of revealing the quality of glue joints, and
adhesive bonds for laminates and wood veneers, all critical factors in the longevity and
serviceability of furniture. T w o samples of
wood chairs, one with arms and one without,
have been added to the test program. Reports
of their performance will be issued i n the
fall as supplements to the basic reports.
T h e May issue of Library Technology Reports featured reports o n six microform readers, and a report o n the Andrew Wilson line
of bracket-type steel shelving.
T h e Evaluation o f Micropublications: A

Handbook for Librarians by Allen Veaner
was published J u n 7, 1971 as L T P Publication No. 17. T h e publication contains a
checklist of questions that a librarian should
ask before making a commitment to purchase
a micropublication project, and outlines inspection procedures for micropublications in
roll film, micro-opaque, and microfiche.
Dr. Francis Spreitzer of the University of
Southern California has accepted the chairmanship of the ad hoc subcommittee of the
L T P advisory committee o n the publication
of a manual for the organization, administration and operation of a photoduplication
laboratory. A formal agreement has been
reached with William Hawken of Berkeley,
California, widely-known in the field of reprography, to write a n outline for the manual. Invitations have also been extended to
serve o n a second ad hoc subcommittee, this
one o n a manual for the organization and
administration of a micropublications reading room. A brief outline for the manual has
already been prepared.
Richard Griffin joined L T P i n March as
Technical Information Specialist, the post
vacated last fall by.Mrs. Nancy Knight. Prior
to joining L T P , he was the assistant librarian
a t the Library f o r the Blind a n d Physically
Handicapped, a unit of the Connecticut
State Library, at Hartford.
Work-.is proceeding o n a proposed census
of the use of data processing equipment in
libraries. A previous census of the use of
DPE in libraries and information centers
was carried out by L T P i n cooperation with
the Documentation Division of SLA in 1966.
T h e new census, which is shaping u p as a
joint project among L T P , the Documentation Division of SLA, the American Society
for Information Science, ERIC/Clearinghouse on Information Science, and the ALA/
Information Science and Automation Division, the Canadian Library Association and
the Medical Library Association, will be
concerned with both DPE hardware and
computer programs i n use. I t is expected
that the census will be completed this year,
and reports prepared shortly thereafter.
Mrs. Marjorie E. Weissman
LTP/ALA, Chicago 6061 1

Information Industrv
Association
A newly-formed section of the Information Industry Association, itself not yet three
years old, held a meeting with invited librarians on Jun 30, 1971, at the Advertising Club
in New York City. The group, known as the
Library Information Section of IIA, is
chaired by Earl M. Coleman of Plenum Publishing Corporation. I t marked the first formal meeting of the section, whose purpose
is to foster better communication with librarians. I n view of the oft-heard complaint
that librarians and publishers don't communicate enough with each other, it seemed
a suitable step in the direction of improving
the situation.
Most of the librarians were SLA members,
although a few represented public and university library circles. IIA members represent
those who publish primarily in the non-conventional media, such as machine-readable
data and microforms, as well as traditional
media such as books and journals.
The first speaker was Bill M. Woods, Executive Director of Engineering Index,
whose title probably set some sort of record
for length, being "Librarians Are Intelligent,
Usually, and They Have Money, Usually:
Everything You Always Wanted to Know
About Librarians but Were Afraid to Ask."
He touched on a wide variety of characteristics of librarians which might enable IIA
members to understand their nature better,
including their number, their involvement
in usually making a high percentage of decisions regarding literature purchases, their
current budgetary problems with increasing
literature costs accompanied by steady or
diminishing funds for literature. The joint
efforts of librarians and publishers to prepare standards in areas of mutual interest,
such as the recently-approved ANSI standard
for the advertising of books, was seen as a
step in the right direction towards better
cooperation between the two groups. He
urged IIA members to include librarians in
their calls to promote the sale of their services, even if the librarians may not be the
ones who make the final decisions regarding
some of the more expensive data services
now offered. The support of the librarians
would be beneficial. He made a plea for efforts to achieve better national statistics for
library data; the present situation leaves
much to be desired.
William S. Budington, Executive Director
and Librarian of T h e John Crerar Library

in Chicago, gave the second talk, entitled
"Venn Diagramming the Information Community." He discussed the overlapping interests and problems of three elements of
the information process, namely the information itself, the users, and those who process
or handle the information to encourage its
use, using the familiar overlapping circles
characteristic of Venn diagrams. He emphasized other problems faced by librarians, such
as the difficulties sometimes encountered in
convincing users to use different means of
obtaining the information they need, such
as machine-readable formats. He compared
libraries with information centers, which
traditionally have done more to evaluate information than libraries. He made what
might be called the quote of the day in
making a plea for users to utilize what libraries have to offer before considering them
of limited value. As he stated it, "Use well
before shaking." He predicted an increase
in cooperative library ventures as a means
to cope with the financial problems now becoming more acute. Numerous examples of
budgetary difficulties in industry and universities were cited.
The last talk was given by Elizabeth
Geiser, Vice President for Marketing for the
R.R. Bowker Company. She spoke on "Problems and Opportunities: The Interface Between IIA Members and Librarians." She
named some of the means of increasing communication between the two groups, such as
speeches at library conferences, exhibits at
meetings, directories, tours of members' facilities, etc.
In the discussion period which followed,
other topics included the possibility of IIA
joining forces with the Washington liaison
offices of ALA and AAP. The IIA members
evinced interest in the questionnaire currently underway by the Joint AAP/SLA
Committee whereby it is hoped to learn
about the acquisition practices of SLA members and their needs for new publications.
It was evident that much more communication was needed to familiarize the two
groups present with each other's problems,
but that meetings like this augured well for
better relations in the future.
Ellis Mount
Columbia University
Engineering Library
New York, N.Y. 10027

FID and Unesco Positions Open
A number of openings for professionals in
the library, documentation and information
science fields, in the Secretariats of FID and
Unesco have been announced.
Descriptions follow:

1) SECRETARY
GENERAL
(FID)
T h e FID Council hereby invites all those
wishing to apply for the post of FID Secretary General to submit their applications to
the FID General Secretariat, Hofweg 7, T h e
Hague, Netherlands.
T h e final selection of the new Secretary
General will be made by the FID Council
at its meeting in Paris on 30-31 Sep 1971.
T h e new Secretary General is expected to
start his duties in .the beginning of October
1971.
T h e functions of the FID Secretary General include: supervision of the activities of
the FID General Secretariat (12 staff members); coordination of the work of the FID
Committees; supervision of the implementation of the Committees' programmes; supervision of the Federation's current finances, as
well as control over the Committee budget;
evaluation of possibilities for obtaining outside contracts for FID; supervision of FID
public relations and contacts with other international organizations; preparation and
organization of various international meetings.
T h e initial salary of the new Secretary
General will be 45.000-55.000 Dutch guilders, depending on qualifications and experience (plus a 6% holiday allowance). T h e
salary is subject to the Dutch taxation laws.
T h e applicants should preferably have
support of their respective National Members.
T h e applicants are expected to be fluent
in English and at least one of the following
major languages--French, Russian, Spanish.

have a good readinglwriting knowledge of
English and at least one o r two of the other
major languages-French, German, Russian,
Spanish.
T h e initial gross salary will be in the
range of f 2,500. per month, depending on
qualifications.

3) HEAD,INFORMATION
DEPARTMENT
(FID)
T h e work includes: scanning the literature, referral and reference services, preparing material for the "FID News Bulletin,"
directories, bibliographies or other publications, providing current awareness services
and retrospective searches on research and
developme~tprojects in documentation and
librarianship.
Applicants should be professional documentalists o r librarians, and have a good
reading!writing knowledge of English and at
least one or two of the other major languages
-French, German, Russian, Spanish.
T h e initial gross salary will be in the
range of f 2,000. per month, depending on
qualifications.

T h e work includes: the preparation of
Draft P-notes, P-notes and editing of the
"Extensions and Corrections to the UDC"
(operating a punched paper-tape typewriter
since the operations are largely mechanized);
checking the manuscripts or proofs of UDC
editions in various languages; and correspondence in connection with UDC and
other classification problems.
Applicants should preferably have experience in UDC and a general documentation
background; they should also have a good
readinglwriting knowledge of English and a
reading knowledge of at least one or two
of the other major languages-French, GerTECHNIQUES
AND
2) EXPERTON COMPUTER
man, Russian, Spanish.
SYSTEMS
(FID)
T h e initial gross salary will be in the
T h e work includes establishing a reference
range of f 1,200. to f 1,450. per month, defile, evaluating the use of various systemspending on qualifications.
mainly for small and medium-sized documentation centres (including interface problems between manual and computerized
5) PROGRAMME
SPECIALIST
(UNESCO)
systems)-and giving reference and referral
services.
Under the supervision of the Director of
the Division, the incumbent will be responApplicants should have experience in the
sible for programme activities relating to
use of computers in information work, and

scientific and technical documentation and
information, scientific journals and terminology, and in particular: 1) Planning and implementing projects relating to the establishment of a World Science Information
System in close co-operation with appropriate Intergovernmental and Non-Governmental organizations (UNISIST); 2) Assisting
in the creation and linkage of the national
systems with the World system and in the
modernization of existing national and regional systems; 3) Assisting in the establishment and functioning of international information tools such as the World Register
of Scientific Periodicals as well as Referral
Centres in scientific information; 4) Assisting
in the improvement of existing methods of
information transfer at the world scale; 5)
Carrying out missions in relation to the
above activities and performing such other
related duties as may be assigned.
Qi~alificationsand experience required: a)
Advanced university degree in science or
technology; b) Good experience in a responsible position in a scientific or technical documentation centre, and in activities relating
to international scientific or technical documentation and information; experience of
either administrative or scientific use of
computers necessary; c) Good knowledge of
English and French, ability to draft clearly
and precisely in one of them; working knowledge of other languages an asset.
Salary and allowances: Initial appointment will be at P-5 grade, with a gross salary
equivalent to US $19,120 which, after deduction for the Unesco staff assessment, corresponds to a net salary equivalent to US $14,228 per annum, payable mainly in French
francs, plus the prescribed allowances. These

emoluments are normally exempt from all
direct taxation. Income tax on such remuneration, if levied, is reimbursed in accordance with Staff Regulations and Rules.
Applications should be addressed to the
Recruitment Division, Bureau of Personnel,
Unesco, 1 rue Miollis, Paris 15&me,France.
6) DIRECTOR,
DIVISION
FOR DEVELOPMENT
OF
DOCUMENTATION
(UNESCO)
A candidate for the position should have
a University degree in documentation or library science; substantial professional and
administrative experience in documentation
or library services including operation at an
international level; broad and imaginative
understanding of the tasks and techniques
of documentation and librarianship and of
the varied needs of users; knowledge of modern techniques in the processing of documentation would be an advantage; and good
working knowledge of French.
If the post is announced at a D-l level it
would carry a salary of $16,074.00 (after
taxes), post adjustment $2,712.00 (with dependents) and dependency allowances for
wife ($400.00) coming to $19,186.00 annually. In addition, the person will be entitled to receive a dependency allowance of
$300.00 per annum for each child and an
educational grant up to $1,000.00 for each
child of school age. There will also be installation and repatriation grants.
The retirement age for Unesco Headquarters personnal is sixty. Therefore, the organization is reluctant to appoint persons
past 55 years of age. Moreover, the minimum
period of employment for appointments of
this type is three years.

COMING EVENTS
Sep 13-14. Workshop, California-Nevada Interlibrary Reference & Loan Service Institute . . . at the Leamington Hotel, Oakland,
California. T o be repeated Sep 16-17, T h e
Charter House Motor Hotel, Anaheim, and
Sep 20-21, T h e Town & Country Hotel, San
Diego. Contact: Mrs. Nadine Greenup, Coordinator, Black Gold Information Center,
P.O. Box 1019, Santa Barbara, Calif. 93102.

Sep 1 6 1 7 . "Computer Based Unit Costs
Studies," LARC Institute . . at the University of Texas, Austin. Contact: T h e LARC
Association, 365 Ravello Lane, Costa Mesa,
Calif. 92627.

.

Oct 1-5. Conference on "The Conceptual
Basis of the Classification of Knowledge"
. . . in Ottawa. Contact: Prof. I. A. Woj-

ciechowski, Fac. of Philosophy, University of
Ottawa, 223 Main St., Ottawa, Canada.

Ill. Apply to: AMRA, John Hancock Center,
Suite 1850, 875 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
Ill. 6061 1.

Oct 4-9. Intergovernmental Conference for
the Establishment of a World Science Information System (UNISIST) . . at Unesco
House, Paris.

Oct 25-29. Business Equipment Exposition
. . . at the Coliseum, New York City.

Oct 6-9. Pennsylvania Library Association,
70th Annual Conference . . a t the Marriott h.Iotel, City Line Ave. and Monument
Rd., Bala Cynwyd, Pennsylvania 19004. Contact: Donald H. Hunt, Publicity Chairman,
at the Motel.

Nov 1-3. Geoscience Information Society,
6th Annual Meeting . . . at the Shoreham
Hotel, Washington, D.C. Chairman: Dr.
Frank Whitmore, Jr., United States Geological Survey, E-501, National Museum, Washington, D.C. 20242.

Oct 7-8. Forum, "Government Procurement
of Information Products, Systems, and Services" . . . at the Marriott Key Bridge Motor
Hotel, Washington, D.C. For information:
Paul G. Zurkowski, Executive Director, Information Industry Association, 1025 Fifteenth St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005.

Nov 7-11. ASIS, 34th Annual Meeting . .
at the Denver Hilton Hotel, Denver, Colorado. Theme: Communication for DecisionMakers. General Chairman: Jack M. McCormick, P.O. Box 1262, Boulder, Colorado
80302.

. . . at the

Nov 8-9. Conference on the National Archives and Research in Historical Geography
. . . Co-directors are A. Philip hfuntz and
Ralph Ehrenberg, both of the Office of the
National Archives, Washington, D.C.

.

.

Oct 7-9. SLA Board of Directors
Gramercy Park Hotel, N.Y.

Oct 10-14. Aslib, 45th Annual Conference
. . . in Darmstadt, West Germany. For details, contact: Conference Organiser, Aslib, 3
Belgrave Square, London S.W.1, England.
Oct 12-14. Input/Output Systems Seminar
. . . at the Regency Hyatt House, O'Hare,
Chicago. Contact: C.A. Greathouse, Data
Processing Supplies Association, P.O. Box
1333, Stamford, Conn. 06904.
Oct 12-15. Society of American Archivists,
35th Annual Meeting . . . at the SheratonPalace Hotel, San Francisco, California. Contact: William E. Eastman, Local Arrangements Chairman, SAA, P.O. Box 454, San
Francisco, Calif. 94101.
Oct 17-22. Audio-visual Institute for Effective Communications . . . at Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind. 47401.
Oct 24-27. 1971 Allerton Institute . . . at
Allerton House, University of Illinois Conference Center, hlonticello, Illinois. Topic:
Libraries and Neighborhood Information
Centers. Write: Graduate School of Library
Science, Division of University Extension,
116 Illini Hall, Champaign, Ill. 61820.
Oct 24-29. American Medical Records Association, Annual Meeting . . . in Chicago,

.

Nov 10-13. 14th Annual Exhibit of the Visual Communication Congress (VCC) . . . at
the Los Angeles Memorial Sports Centre.
Sponsored by the International Association
of Visual Communications Management
(VICOM). For details: VICOM, P.O. Box
923, Lakeland, Florida 33802.
Nov 13. New York Regional Group, MLA
. . . ' a t the Cornell University Medical College, 1300 York Avenue, New York.
Nov 15-19.
Training for
by FID . . .
$30 until Oct

International Conference on
Information Work, sponsored
in Rome. Registration fee is
15; $35 after Oct 15.

Nov 16-18. Fall Joint Computer Conference, FJCC . . . at the Las Vegns C o n ~ c n tion Center; Las Vegas, Nevntln. Thcnze:
"Comp~itersand the Quality ol Lile."
Dec 15-19. Documentation Research and
Training Centre (DRTC), ninth atrnual
seminar . . . Enquiries: A. Neelamegham,
Convener, DRTC, Indian Statistical Institute, 112 Cross Road l l , Rtalleswaram, Bangalore 3, India.

Sep 1-9. FID, 36th Conference and International Congress . . . in Budapest.
Jan 23-29. ALA Midwinter Meeting
Palmer House, Chicago, Ill.

. . . at

Feb 3-5. SLA Midwinter Meeting . . . at
the John Marshall Hotel, Richmond, Virginia.
Apr 3-6. Catholic Library Association
at Pick-Congress Hotel, Chicago, Ill.

..

May. Symposium of editors of library, documentation and archives journals
. at
Unesco House. Paris.

..

May 7-13. Institute on Environmental Science Librarianship . . . at Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Mich.
May 9-12. National Microfilm Association,
Convention . . . at the Coliseum, New York
City. Abstracts for papers by Sep 1 to: Henry
C. Frey, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Room
1C-323, Holmdel, N.J. 07733.

.

Jun 4-8. SLA, 63rd Annual Conference . .
at the Statler Hilton, Boston. Conference
Chairman: Loyd R. Rathbun, M I T Lincoln
Laboratory Library, Lexington, Mass. 02173.

..

.
Sep 11-13. FID International Congress
Budapest. Theme: "Participation of less industrialized countries in world-wide documentation activities and information exchange."
Sep 24-27. Aslib, 46th Annual Conference
. . . at Ranmoor House, University of Sheffield.
Oct 5-7. SLA Board of Directors
Gramercy Park Hotel, New York.

. . . at the

Oct 22-27. ASIS (American Society for Information Science), 35th Annual Meeting
. . . at the Shoreham Hotel, Washington,
D.C. General Chairman: John Sherrod, National Agricultural Library, Beltsville, Md.
20705.
Nov 13-15. T h e Geological Society of America, Annual Meeting . . . at the Leamington
Hotel, Minneapolis, Minnesota. Chairman:
Dr. 'Tibor Zoltai, Dept. of Geology and Geophysics, IJniversity of Minnesota, Minneap
olis, Minn. 55455.

Jun 10-16. Canadian Library Association
. . . in Regina.
Jun 11-15. Medical Library Association, 71st
Annual Meeting . . at the Coronado, San
Diego.

.

Jun 19-21. International Symposium on
Fault-Tolerant Computing . . . in Boston,
Mass. Intention to submit paper by Nov 1 to
Program Chairman-Professor Gernot Metze,
Coordinated Science Laboratory, University
of Illinois, Urbana, Ill. 61801.
Jun 25-Jul 1. ALA

. . . in Chicago, Illinois.

Jun 2%29. Music Library Association
in Chicago, Illinois.

...

Jul 2-6. American Association of Law Libraries . . . at Drake Hotel, Chicago, Illinois.
Aug 2 6 S e p 2. IFLA (International Federation of Library Associations), 38th General
Council Meeting . . in Budapest. Theme:
The role of the book in a changing world.

.

Jan 25-27. SLA Midwinter Meeting
Tulsa, Oklahoma.

. . . in
.

Jan 28-Feb 3. ALA Midwinter Meeting . .
at Shoreham and Sheraton Park Hotels,
Washington, D.C.
Apr 23-26. Catholic Library Association
. . . in Denver, Colorado.

May 27-31. Medical Library Association,
72nd Annual Meeting
at the Hotel
Muehlbach, Kansas City, Kansas.

...

Jun 10-14. SLA, 64th Annual Conference
. . . in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Jun 24-30. ALA

. . . in

Las Vegas, Nevada.

Jun 30-Jul 5. American Association of Law
Libraries . . . at Olympic Hotel, Seattle,
Washington.
Oct 21-26. ASIS
fornia.

. . . in

Los Angeles, Cali-

J u n 9-13. SLA, 65th A n n u a l Conference
. . . in Toronto.
J a n 20-26. A L A Midwinter M e e t i n g
Palmer House, Chicago, Illinois.

. . . at

J a n 31-Feb. 2. SLA Midwinter Meeting
in San Diego, California.
A p 15-19. Catholic Library Association
in Buffalo, New York.

...
...

J u n 2-6. Medical L i b r a r y Association, 73rd
A n n u a l Meeting . . . a t t h e H i l t o n Palacio
d e l Rio, San Antonio, Texas.

Jun

21-27.

C a n a d i a n L i b r a r y Association

. . . i n Winnipeg.

J u n 23-27. American Association of L a w
Libraries . . . a t H i l t o n Hotel, St. Paul,
Minn.

Jul 7-13. A L A

. . . i n N e w York City.

Oct 6 1 0 . ASIS

. . . i n Chicago, Illinois.

REVIEWS
Handbook of Data Processing for Libraries.
Hayes, Robert M., and Becker, Joseph. New
York, John Wiley, 1970. lv. (xv,885p.) illus. Index. $19.95. LC 72-120705. ISBN 0 471 36484 3.
This book is a must for every library, and
its purchase can be justified on the reputations
of either the authors or its sponsor, the Council
on Library Resources, Inc., or, for those with
parsimonious library committees, both.
Since a book reflects the background of the
reader, I suggest the following modification of
Francis Bacon's clas4c quotation on books as a
guide to its use: "Some chapters are to be tasted,
others to be swallowed, and some few to be
chewed and digested: that is in some parts one
may only skim some chapters, others to be read,
but not curiously, and some few to be read
wholly, and with diligence and attention."
T h e volume is divided into five parts: introduction to library data processing, management
of library data processing, the technology involved, the application of tlata processing to
library clerical processes and library intellectual
processes. T h e first four parts present facts in an
easy-to-read style and should serve well for the
planner or decision maker who is introducing
or expanding tlata proccssing techniques in a
library. I t is refreshing to note that "data processing" as used in this book is not synonomous
with "automation" or the use of computers even
though they are emphasized. T h e authors show
the reader practical approaches to assessing systems and procedures and guide him in selecting
the best, economically feasible, data processing
techniques to adopt for his application. T o
students and system designers, who are experienced, but not in the library data processing
arena, the book can serve as a text.
T h e last two chapters, Mechanized Information Services (Chapter 19) and Information Sci-

ence in Librarianship (Chapter 20), make u p
Part V, Library Intellectual Processes. Chapter
19 discusses the great potential for computers
used to provide information services and alerts
the potential user to problems that might arise.
Services discussed include information retrieval,
analysis, publication, announcement and distribution.
At the end of each chapter is a suggested
reading list in which the authors have gone that
extra step by providing a commentary on most
of the cited references. Three appendices are
included: the first includes references and definitions, the second discusses sources of information about data processing in libraries and the
third contains an inventory of available machine-readable data bases. T h e third appendix
has much information that does not remain
static and is in part duplicated elsewhere; although useful, it could perhaps have been
trimmed or published in a form that could be
updated. This statement might be applied to
the entire volume; although one may consider
it the standard today, to remain so i t will need
to be constantly revised to incorporate rapidly
changing technology.
There are minor format problems throughout,
such as call-outs perpendicular to the desired
orientation and the title page of one part omitted. However, these d o not detract from the
usefulness of the contents.
T h e last chapter defines information science,
emphasizing its importance to librarianship. It
is fitting that the authors' closing topic is the
role of information science in the education of
librarians.
Scott J. Buginas
Technical Information Department Library
University of California
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
Livermore, California 94550

PUBS

Arctic Bibliography. E. M. Smith. Ottawa, Ontario, Canadian Library Association, 1970. i,15p.
pap. $2.00. Occas. Pap. No. 79.
International Bibliography of the Book Trade
and Librarianship. Die Fachliteratur zum Buchund Bibliothekswesen. Munich, Germany, Verlag Dokumentation, 1970. 650p. $24.50 postpaid
in US. and Canada; $26.95 elsewhere. (Dist.
throughout the world, except Europe, by R. R .
Bowker Co.)

64 years ago
we came up with a great idea

.
I
.
.
_

-'\
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Our Polluted Planet: A Bibliography of Government Publications on Pollution and the
Environment. Molly R. Mignon, comp. 1971.
66p. pap. $1.50. Avail. from Reference Dept.,
Wilson Libr., Western Washington State College, Bellingham, Wash. 98225.

A Selected List of Materials Relating to Mexican-Americans. Portales, New Mexico, Eastern
New Mexico University Library, 1970. 32p. pap.
$0.25.
Urban Transportation Planning References: A
Checklist for Library Collections. Evanston, Ill.,
Transportation Center Library at Northwestern
University, 1970. 25p. pap. $2.00. Order from
Publications Dept., T h e Transportation Center,
1818 Hinman Ave., Evanston, Ill. 60204.

T h e Librarians' Glossary, 3rd ed. L. M. Harrod.
New York, Seminar Press, Inc., 1971. 78413.
$19.50.
Planning for a Nationwide System of Library
Statistics. David C. Palmer. Washington, D.C.,
U.S. Office of Education, Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, 1970. v,117p. pap.
$1.25. Avail. from Supt. Docs.
Proceedings of the ASIS Workshop o n Computer Composition. Robert M. Landau, ed.
Washington, D.C., ASIS, 1971. 258p.
UNISIST-Study Report on the Feasibility of a
World Science Information System. Paris,
UNESCO and the International Council of
Scientific Unions, 1971. 161p. $4.00.
Describes the world science information system
envisioned and concludes that its establishment
is both feasible and necessary. A n intergovernmental conference is planned for Oct 1971 to
define methods of setting u p the information
system outlined.

Over sixty years ago Chemical Abstracts
Service decided t o collect, abstract and
index the world's published chemical literature. Right from the beginning we published all the information i n CHEMICAL
ABSTRACTS - the journal that, together
w ~ t hits comprehensive indexes, has become known as the "key to the world's
chemical literature."
We still publish CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS
and its Indexes and we will continue. But
in the last decade, we've been expanding
our services, and have created the Chemical Abstracts Service lnformation System
- a group of related servlces that vary i n
subject, depth of coverage, currency and
distr~butionmedia. The System is des~gned
to do one thlng - to satisfy YOUR chemical ~ n f o r m a t ~ oneeds.
n
There are services
that alert you to articles that will be abstracted in CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS. There
are others that cover speclflc portions of
chemistry, such as the polymer and biochemical f~elds.In addltlon to the printed
form, many of our servlces are available on
m ~ c r o f i l mor computer-readable tape.
So, if you need chemical lnformatlon,
but don't want to get buried under it, our
Chemical Abstracts Service Information
System (or part of it) is your answer. Find
out for yourself. Wrlte us today at: Chemlcal Abstracts Serv~ce,Dept. 13C-L,
The
Ohlo State U n ~ v e r s i t y ,Columbus, Ohio
43210, U.S.A.

CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS SERVICE
a dwsron of The Amerxan Chemical Soclefy

THE OHlO STATE UNIVERSITY. COLUMBUS, OHlO 43210

NOW AVAILABLE
PREVENTIONAND CONTROL
OF OIL SPILLS

THE
EFFECTIVE ECHO
A Dictionary of
Advertising Slogans
Valerie N o b l e

A definitive guide to more than
2,000 slogans in print media
published between 1965 and
1969.
Brief history of the slogan in
American advertising. Analysis of psychological basis for
the success of the slogan.
LIBRARY AND REFERENCE EDITION:
PERMANENT CLOTH BINDING
8%" X 11" 608 PAGES
INCLUDING OVER 400 ILLUSTRATIONS
ONLY $12.50 PER COPY

Three main alphabetical listings
Slogan dictionary
Subject classification
Company of source
Appendices

perquisitor

Chronology of slogan lists
Published in "Printer's Ink"
Useful bibliography

176 pages
*Perquisitor-a

$8.00 (New York purchasers add
appropriate sales tax)

diligent searcher

When you have a backlog of literature
searches to do and time is running out,
use IS1 Search Service. With Search Service, your backlog is eliminated quickly,
efficiently, and most economically. What's
more, when IS1 does your searching, you
take advantage of one of the world's largest scientific data bases. The same one
that's used to prepare the Science Citation
Index@and ASCAB.
Our information-savvy perquisitors are
eager to help with your searching. Call
today or write dept. 26-296a for details on
IS1 Search Service. ,,,, ,,
Institute for Scientific information

Soft cover

B B @

325 Chestnut Street P h ~ l a d e l p h ~ Pennsylvan~a
a
19106
Tel (215) 923 3300 Cable SClNFO TELEX 84 5305

Order Now
from
SPECIAL LIBRARIES
ASSOCIATION
235 Park Avenue South
New York, N.Y. 10003

the
forget-you-not
subscription
service!
a

That's just another name
for our popular "till forbidden"
automatic annual reservice
newal of your subscriptions.
F. W. Faxon is the only fully automated library subscription agency
in the world, and now you can put
our IBM 360140 computer to work
for you - t o
assure the prompt,
accurate, efficient handling of
your subscriptions.
Send for our descriptive
brochure and annual librarianse
guide.

-

Library business is our only
business - since 1886

ORDER GE's DESK-TOP EXPERT on
How to Solve Heat Transfer Problems
Send us this coupon for complete details on GE's tvolume easy-to-use working
databooks for quick solutions to the growing number of heat transfer problems facing electronic engineers. Detailed, accurate and regularly updated with new information evaluated by experts in the field,
they are not textbooks, but handbooks for
everyday use.

--

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER

GENERAL

-

ELECTRIC

Bldg. WOg, 1 River Road
Schenectady, N.Y. 12305

Dept. A
Please send details, index and subscription details of the Heat Transfer and Fluid Flow Databooks.

........................................
...................................
ADDRESS ....................................
CITY ................STATE.. ........ZIP.. ...

NAME

COMPANY

15 Southwest Park
Westwood, Massachusetts 02090
Telephone: 617-329-3350

--------------

The New York Times Biographical Edition brings you profiles
of today's newsmakers-the
notable and the notorious-only
days after they appear in The
Times.
You get new profiles every
week (more than 1,500 a year)
in a versatile looseleaf format.
Indexed for easy filing and
retrieval-whether you file
alphabetically or in chronological order.

Fast becoming a standard reference tool
in schools and libraries.. .

The NewYorkTmes
BiographicalEdition
Now cumulatively indexed every week

You get cumulative indexes
every week for four months,
covering all the profiles in each
binder. (Three binders hold a
year's supply of profiles.)
An annual subscription is $78.
Binders are optional at $7.50
each.
To order, or for a free sample,
write: The New York Times,
Library & Information Services,
Dept. 1320,229 West 43d Street,
New York, N.Y. 10036.

PLACEMENT
"Positions Open'' and "Positions Wanted" ads are
$1.50 per line; $4.50 minimum. Current members of
SLA may place a "Positions Wanted" ad at a special
rate of $1.00 per line; $3.00 minimum.
Here's neat, low-cost, attractive ;torage for library periodicals, other difficult" materials such as newspapers,
cassettes, transparencies. Shelf-Files
promote order to save filing and finding time; make more efficient use of
shelf space. Many styles, sizes. See
them and 5.000 more library items in
our new catalog.

Library, AV
and Books
Catalog
Over 5,000 interesting library
Items in one big,
colorful, complete
catalog. Select fro1 29 different book
trucks, 27 library Ipes, 8 styles of
shelf-files, book ret ms, wood or steel
card cabinets, self-adhesive book pockets, paperbacks, etc., e t ~ Your
.
funds
can buy more if you have a copy.
Write -THE
HIGHSMITH CO., INC.,
Fort Atkinson. Wisconsin 53538.

In each membership year, each unemployed member
w i l l be allowed a maximum of two free "Positions

Wanted" ads, each ad to be limited to 5 lines including mailing address (no blind box addresses), on
a space available basis.
There is o minimum charge of $10.00 for a "Market
Place" ad of three lines or less; each additional line
i s $3.00. There are approximately 45 characters and
spaces to a line.
Copy for display ads mud be received by the tenth
of the month preceding the month of publication; copy
for line ads must be received by the fifteenth.
Classified ads will not be accepted on a "run until
cancelled" basis; twelve months is the maximum, unless renewed.
Special Libraries Association reserves the right to reject any advertisements which in any way refer to
race, creed, color, age, or sex as conditions for employment.

POSITIONS WANTED

Complete composition, press
and pamphlet binding facilities, coupled with the knowledge and skill
gained through fifty years of experience, can be put to your use-profitably

I THE VERMONT

I

PRINTING COMPANY
Brattleboro, Vermont

PRINTERS O F THE OFFICIAL JOURNAL
O F SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION

Cataloger-Indexer-trnd. tech. writer, translator.
Computer applic., syst. anal., tech. 15 yrs.,
spvsory. exp. Fluent French. Full or pt. time, W.
Los Angeles area, Aug. 71. C. G. Lambert, 11839
Goshen #3, L.A., Calif. 90049. Tel. 826-1789.
Professional Librarian-Desires reference and/or
bibliographic work to be done in Boston area
libraries for individuals or as supplement to
library staff. J. M. Lynch, 60 Front St., Marblehead, Mass. 01945.
Technical Librarian-Editor-BS Chem., 15 yrs.
exp. libraries. Prefer Atlantic States area. Avail.
immed. Edward Uhler. 106 Cinnamon Hill Rd..
King of Prussia, Pa. 19406.
Priest-Librarian-Episcopal parish and teaching
experience. Desire seminary, special or academic
library post anywhere USA. MLS 1971. Available
Sep 1. Box C-168.
Library or Info. System Manager-Extensive
exper. most type libraries, all phases operations,
chiefly technical services admin., MSLS. Salary
$14,000. Avail. 1 mo. notice. Box C-169.

-

-

POSITIONS WANTED

POSITIONS OPEN

Experienced Music and Gen'l School Librarianwishes position in academic library or any other
which can make use of specific talents. Write:
John A. Miller, 5000 Columbus Ave., Mpls.,
Minn. 55417 (or call 612-824-5979).

Subject Librarian-Position open immediately in
a state university. MLS, knowledge of information needs of faculty and students in 5 enginecring fields, mathematics and physics, awareness of
library applications of scientific and technical
information retrieval systrms. Salary up to
$12,000 depending on experience. Apply t~
Miss Pauline Franks, Associate Univers~ty LIbrarian, T h e University of Akron, Akron, Ohio
44304.

POSITIONS OPEN
Assistant Librarian-Position
open in the Technical Library of this large synthetic fiber producer. Prefer graduate degree in library science from an accredited university with undergraduate work in chemistry or science helpful.
Work involves general library duties and cataloging. Library is located in our modern Research Center in the beautiful mountains of
Ib'estern North Carolina. Send r6sumk indicating salary requirements to Employment Manager, American Enka Co., Enka, N.C. 28728. An
Equal Opportunity Employer.
Science Librarian-Position
open now. Needed:
5th year degree from accredited library school,
at least 3 years related professional experience.
Offered:$10,000+ salary (depends on education,
experience, etc.); equivalent rank, Assistant Professor: exceptional fringe benefits, good working
conditions, new building in active planning
stage, beautiful outdoor milieu-Yellowstone,
Tetons, Sun Valley, Salt Lake City 4 hour drive
away. Work and relax without big city headaches. Send 3 references and library school dossier, if interested, to: Eli M. Oboler, Idaho State
University Library, Pocatello 83201.

Back Issue Periodicals-Scientific,
Technical,
Medical and Liberal Arts. Please submit want
lists and lists of materials for sale o r exchange.
Prompt replies assured. G. H. Arrow Co., 4th
Fz Brown Sts., Philadelphia, Pa. 19123.
Quick Translations-French, German translated
into English by technically trained personnel.
Efficimt, confidential, accurate work. QuickTrans, 11197 Clinton St., Elma, N.Y. 14059. Tel.
(716) 684-7168.
Foreign Books and Periodicals-Specialty:
International Congresses. Albert J. Phiebig Inc., Box
352, White Plains, New York 1OG02.

~

For Sale-Chemical Abstracts, Vol. 1-57 (19071962). 4 Decennial Indexes. 285 vols. bound in
black with gold lettering, 1962 incomplete. Excellent condition. Make offer. F. T . Barber, Armour and Company, P.O. Box 9222, Ch'icago,
Illinois 60690.

~

For Sale-Index
Medicus, 1962-1970 complete.
Make offer, L. Wuerdeman, DMI, Woodward at
Long Lake, Bloomfield Hills, MI. 48013.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
American Petroleum Institute . . . . . 1 5
BioSciences Information
Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cover I11
Boorum & Pease . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1~
British Technology Index . . . . . . . . . 1 0
Chemical Abstracts Service . . . . . . . . 334
Congressional Information
,
Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 ~ 7~
5~
Datamation Industry Directory . . . .
Ebsco Subscription Services . . . . . . . . 1 0
F. W. Faxon Co., Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 6
General Electric . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 6
T h e Heckman Bindery, Inc. . . . . . . 13a
T h e Highsmith Co., Inc. . . . . . . . . . . 1 7
Institute for Scientific
Information . . . . . . . . . . Cover IV, 1 5
Instrument Society of America . . . . 1 8
Maxwell Microform Company . . . . . . 2~
T h e New York Times . . . . . . . . 14a, 1 6
Princeton Microfilm Corporation . . 1 2
Special Libraries Association . . . . . . 1 5
United Publishing Corporation. .Cover I1
University Microfilms . . . . . . . . . . 8A, 9~
T h e Vermont Printing Company . . 1 7

THE MARKET PLACE

~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~
~

~

For Sale-Mathematical Reviews, Vols. 29 thru
42 complete with index issues. Perfect condition.
$495 or best offer. Prof. G. Rosen, Dept. of
Physics, Drexel U., Phila., Pa. 19104.

YOUfS FTee.
The 1971 ISA Instrumentation Publications Catalog describes over 150
current instrumentation publications
covering all areas of science and industry. Includes ISA proceedings, references, books, monographs, standards,
recommended practices, periodicals,
and educational aids.
For free catalog, write to Instrument
Society of America, Publications Dept.,
400 Stanwix St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

Just think, two months of publication search neatly packaged
into one 4" Biological Abstracts'
cartridge. Can you picture
yourself wearily poring over all
of those publications? Now you
need never do it again! Biological Abstracts has taken its
entire 51 volumes of collective
research
findings
by
life
scientists .throughout the world
(more than 2.2 million abstracts) and put them on microfilm. What's more. the service

includes annual updating of the
file during succeeding years at
approximately eight week intervals! You or your organization
may subscribe to this service
easily and at a quite modest
cost. For all the details, write
call Biological Abstracts
today. Professional Services
and Education Department, BioSciences Information Service,
2100 Arch Street, Philadelphia,
Pa. 19103. (21 5) LO 8-401 6.

PSI will tell you more
about what's been published on
than any other subject index
Permuterm@ Subject Index is the one guide
to the world's current scientific and technical
literature that is issued quarterly and annually
and covers all disciplines, comprehensively,
in easy-to-use natural language.
T h e world's largest research libraries-libraries that have practically every major literathat the
ture search tool published-End
Permuterm Subject Index is the index o f
choice among experienced reference librarians
a n d their patrons.

mental, and corporate libraries, too, find the
Permuterm Subject Index one of their most
valuable reference tools. It's the one subject
index that finds the information they needno matter what the subject o r discipline-no
ma%ter where the article w a s published.
I

- A s 1 literature searches a r e fast and easy, free
of highly complex search techniques. Because
PSI is arranged in easy-to-use format, with
title w o r d s "permuted" o r arranged in every
possible two-word combination to form hundreds of access points to most topics.
PSI covers the entire field of published scientific literature-over
350,000 articles a year
Be s u r e your library and its patrons enjoy the
from over 2.400 key journals, in all disciplines,
unique advantages of the Permuterm Subject
from all o v r r the world. And it covers it in
Index, not only at a central location, but at
depth-every
article and editorial item, of
branch and departmental libraries a s well. For
every issue.
more on the PSI and what it can mean to you.
send for the free PSI brochure. Today.
That's why smaller college, hospital, depart-

C1911
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Institute for Scientific Information
Dept. 26-294, 325 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa. 19106, Tel: (215) 923-3300

